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Diablo 2 plugy install guide

Plugy is the best mod available for Diablo II: Lord of Destruction, without changing most of the game's main mechanics. Diablo II has many amazing mods, with some also adding additional content in the form of new acts, missions, locations, abilities, items, and monsters. However, if you're looking for a mod that keeps the game as close as possible to the original, Plugy is what you need. Plugy provides the most requested quality of
life improvements to Diablo II. The top of these is the size of the inventory. Plugy provides Diablo II with the following changes regarding item archiving. Each character gets a personal escort and a shared escort An escort has pages with each containing 10x10 slots, i.e. 100 slots per page There are 4 billion pages per personal and shared escort In other words, infinite memory for the entire game Not only has Plugy solved Diablo II
storage issues, but it has also made it easy to share items between characters without having to use multiple versions of the game or any muleing program. As a bonus, when you install Plugy, you get these additional features: the exclusive runewords of the kingdom of Battle.net become available in the game The Pandemonium event becomes available The Uber Diablo mission becomes available The cow level portal always
becomes accessible, Although the Cow King has already been killed in that difficulty Unlimited Skill and character statistics reset Display additional information in the game, such as object levels, magic search and maximum resistances How to use Plugy Plugy is easy to use, as it only requires the installation of a free plugin. The current version is compatible until the 1.13d patch version of Diablo II. Make sure you are within the
compatible version. Download the free plugy installer from Install the plug-in. You can still play the original version of Diablo II without the changes by running the game's original launcher. To run the Plugy version, choose the Plugy launcher. The gems on page 2 are unseatable items in Diablo II, similar to runes and jewelry. Although they are the least powerful of the three types of socketables, they have many significant uses in
various horadric cube recipes. In addition, they are the most common to find and easiest to collect among the three. By removing gems in rune-like items and jewelry, there is no existing method to claim gems once placed in a socket. However, there is a recipe for removing them from unasalable items. Gems will be lost, though later. Types of gems There are seven types of gems in the game and each of them gives a bonus attribute
when taken. Helms Shield Weapon Gems and Amethyst Armor +Attack Score +Defense +Force Diamond +Damage to the Undead +All Resistances Emerald Attack +Poison Damage +Poison Resistance +Ruby Dexterity +Fire Damage +Fire Resistance +Maximum Life Sapphire + Cold Damage +Maximum Topazio Mana +Lightning Damage +Lightning Resistance +Magic Finds Skulls +Mana and Life +Attacker takes +Mana damage
and life regeneration Gems Quality Gems have five qualities, from lowest to highest. Splintered Flawed Normal Flawless Perfect All are useful for horadric cube transmutations, even chipped ones. You'll need it to upgrade runes and even to carry unique weapons and armor. Updating gem gems can be upgraded to the next quality level without using any other upgrade material. All you need is the Horadric Cube. The formula for
updating through transmutation is consistent in all qualities: next level gem = 3 x lower level gem shrines Gem shrines can help you increase your gem collection. Follow these gameplay mechanics: If you have a gem in your inventory and have activated this sanctuary, that gem will be upgraded to the next higher quality level. If you have more than one gem in your inventory, the update will select a random gem between them. If you
don't have a gem in your inventory, a random chipped gem will be given by the sanctuary. Either way, the gem will come down near you and you need to pick it up manually. Hellforge Quest The Hellforge Quest in Act IV will reward you with four guaranteed gems. You have to take them manually, though. No matter how difficult you are playing, one of the gems is a jewel of perfect quality guaranteed. You can also get runes from this
mission as a reward. Gem mechanics Gem bonuses of the same stack type. If you have two emeralds mantated in a weapon, poison damage will be added together. Gems in a Paladin's shield do not contribute to his Smite attack. Gems cannot be purchased and can only be found as loot from monsters, chests, and rewards for missions. Perfect gems are never dropped anywhere in the game, except in the Hellforge mission. Gems
can never be obtained after being insled into an item. The first gem placed on an unseatable item sets its color If a weapon has different types of gems, its attack will contain all the effects of gems. However, it will only show a random effect on the attack. Gem List Gems Amethyst Gems Gemma ReqLevel Splintered Item 1 Weapons: +40 to attack ratingShields: +8 for DefenseArmor: +3 to Defective Force 5 Weapons: +60 to attack
ratingShields: +12 for ArmorDefending: +4 a Regular Force 12 Weapons: +80 to Attack RatingShields: +18 to DefenseArmor: +6 to Flawless Force 15 Weapons: +100 to Attack RatingShields: +24 to DefenseArmor: +8 to Perfect Force 18 Weapons : +150 to attack Shields rating: +30 to DefenseArmor: +10 for diamond jewel force ReqLevel chipped item 1 weapon: +28% damage vs. Undead Shields: All Resistances +6%Armor: +20 to
Attack Rating 5 Defective Weapons: +34% Damage vs. UndeadShields: All +8%Armor: +20 to attack 12 regular weapons: +44% damage against undeadShields: all resistances +11%Armor: +60 to attack 15 flawless weapons: +54% damage against undeadShields: All resistance +14%Armor: +80 to attack the Perfect score 18 weapons: +68% damage against UndeadShields: All All All +19%Armor: +100 to attack the Req Emerald
Gem RatingPlinterEd Item Level 1 Weapon: +10 Poisonous Damage in 3 SecondsShields: 12% Resist PoisonArmor: +3 to Defective Dexterity 5 Weapons: +20 Poisonous Damage in 4 SecondsShields: 16% Resist PoisonArmor: +4 to Regular Dexterity 12 Weapons: +40 Poison Damage in 5 SecondsShields: 22% Resist PoisonArmor: +4 to Flawless Dexterity 15 Weapons: +60 Poison Damage in 6 SecondsShields : 28% Resist
PoisonArmor: +8 to Perfect Dexterity 18 Weapons: +100 Poison Damage in 7 SecondsShields: 40% Resist PoisonArmor: +10 to Dexterity Ruby Gem ReqLevel Chipped Item 1 Weapon: +3-4 Fire damageShields: +12% Resist FireArmor: +10 imperfect life 5 weapons: +5-8 fire damageShields: +16% Resist fireArmor: +17 to regular life 12 weapons: +8-12 fire damageShields : +22% Fire ResistanceArmor: +24 to flawless life 15
weapons : +10-16 Fire damageShields: +28% Resist fireArmor: +31 to life Perfect 18 Weapons: +15-20 Fire DamageShields: +40% Resist FireArmor: +38 to life Sapphire Gem ReqLevel Chipped Item 1 weapon: +1-3 Cold Damage1.. Duration 0 secondsShields: +12% Withstand coldArmor: +10 Max Mana 5 weapons: +3-5 cold damage1.4 seconds DurationShields: +16% Resist ColdArmor: +17 Max Mana Regular 12 Weapons: +4-7
Cold Damage2.0 secondsShields Duration : +22% Resist ColdArmor: +24 Max Mana Flawless 15 Weapons: +6-10 Cold Damage2.4 seconds DurationShields: +28% Resist ColdArmor: +31 Max Mana Perfect 18 weapons: +10-14 Cold Damage3 ,0 seconds DurationShields: +31 Max Mana 40% Resist ColdArmor: +38 Max Mana Topaz Gem ReqLevel Chipped Item 1 Weapons: +1-8 Lightning DamageShields: +12% Resist
LightningArmor: +9% Chance to Find Defective Magic Items 5 Weapons: +1-14 LightningShields: +16% Resist LightningArmor : +13% Chance to Find Magic Items Adjust 12 Weapons: +1-22 Lightning DamageShields: +22% Resist LightningArmor: +16% Chance to Find Magic Items 15 Flawless Weapons : +1-30 Lightning DamageShields: +28% Resist LightningArmor: +20% Chance to Find Magic Items Perfect 18 Weapons: +1-40
Lightning DamageShields: +40% Resist LightningArmor: +24% Chance to Find Magic Items Gems ReqLevel Splintered Item 1 Weapons: Steal 2% Life , 1% ManaShields: Attacker Takes 4 DamageArmor: Replenish Life +2General Mana 8% 5 Imperfect Weapons: Steal 2% Life , 2% manashields: attacker takes 8 damageArmor: replenish life +3Regenerate Mana 8% Adjust 12 weapons: steal 3% of life, 2% ManaShields: Attacker
takes 12 damageArmor: replenish life +3General Mana 12% Flawless 15 weapons: steal 3% life, 3% ManaShields: attacker takes 16 damageArmor: replenish life +4Regenerate mana 12% Perfect Weapons 18 : Steal 4% life , 3% manashields: Attacker takes 20 damageArmor: Replenish life +5General Mana 19% Runes page 3, along with Runewords, are among the best innovations of Diablo II in its of the loot game. They were
added to the game during the release of the Lord of Destruction expansion. To date, there are no similar or interesting mechanics that you can find in other loot-based actions Runes are items that you can take on armor or weapons, to which they add a special bonus attribute. However, when you place a certain set of runes according to a recipe, that's when magic happens. In addition to giving the bonus attribute of each rune, they turn
the socketable element into something more powerful than the sum of each rune. They produce a synergy and create a new object, called runeword. Rune gameplay mechanics Each rune can be affected on weapons, armor, shields, and helmets Each rune has a special bonus effect that varies depending on the unsatable item. Distinguishes between a weapon and armor/shield/helmet. Each rune has a level and can be updated using
the Horadric Cube. So, each rune has a recipe for how it can be made using the Cube. Each rune has a level requirement Each rune has a chance to fall into various game modes. So you need to know if you should be on the hunt for a specific rune in Normal, Nightmare, or Hell mode. Each rune has a probability of falling into various areas. Then you need to know the monsters or optimal places to grow. When combined according to
a specific recipe, runes can produce runewords. Unsocketing Runes A common question asked is: can I cancel the adoption of my runes from a runeword after it has been created? Let's say you found a better base weapon for your existing runeword. Can you take off the runes and use them again? The official answer is: there is no existing horadric recipe for running runes. However, there is a recipe for removing runes to claim the
basic weapon or armor. Runes, however, will be lost, and that's not what you want to achieve. Rune upgrade and downgrade All runes can be upgraded to the next tier version. You will use the Horadric Cube and the corresponding recipe to transmute. In the table below, we included the recipe needed to create each rune, using its lower-level version. A common question is: if I can upgrade a rune to its top version, can I also
downgrade a rune to its lower versions? The official answer is: there is no existing horadric recipe for downgrading runes. However, if you're lucky and that's what you want, you might find a mod or plugin that will allow you to do so. Runes and Runewords The game mechanics for creating runewords with the help of runes are as follows: The runeword recipe must be known in the game mode you are doing. There are recipes that are
only available online through Battle.net. Even if you have the correct recipe ingredients, it won't work if you do it offline. However, a plugin called Pluggy makes all official runeword recipes available offline. The ingredients of the runeword recipe must be corrected for transmutation to be successful. Determines correct object type: If the runeword requires a weapon or armor. And if it's a weapon, what specific type of weapon. There must
be the correct number of sockets for the weapon or armor. Le Le insert sequence must be performed for the transmutation to succeed. Guaranteed runes The game has a way to give your guaranteed runes through missions or cultivable monsters. Although runes are guaranteed, the specific rune types you'll get are still random. Save on Mount Arreat After completing this mission, Qual-Kehk will give you exact and guaranteed runes:
The Infernal Forge In this mission, your goal is to break mephisto's SoulStone into the Infernal Forge. It will always reward you with a rune. However, it is random. It can be one of the following: Normal - A rune from El to Amn Nightmare - A rune from Sol to Um Hell - A rune from Hel to Gul The Forgotten Tower You will soon realize that this is the most repeatable and predictable way to grow runes of various levels. The rune is not
guaranteed, but it has a very high probability, to the point that sometimes more than one can fall. It can also fall up to six runes if you're lucky. Normal - Runes from El to Ral Nightmare - Runes from El to Ko Hell - Runes from El to Lo Grouping of Runes There are 33 runes in total, and are typically grouped according to their rarity. All runes can fall into Hell mode. However, some runes are almost impossible to find in Normal or
Nightmare. Common runes (low runes) There are 11 runes in this group, starting with El to Amn. They all fall into Normal mode and can be easily grown with the Countess. Id Name Details 1 El Weapons: +50 To Attack Rating+1 Light Radius Armor: +15 Defense+1 To Light RadiusLvl Required: 11Recipe: None 2 Eld Weapons: +75% Damage to Undead+50 attack score against A Death Death: 15% slower Stamina Drain7% higher
lockdown chance (shields)Lvl Required: 11Recipe: 3 El 3 Tir Weapons: +2 to Mana after each KillArmor : +2 to Mana after each KillLvl required : 13Recipe: 3 Eld 4 Nef Weapons: KnockbackArmor: +30 Defense Vs. MissileLvl Required: 13Recipe: 3 Tir 5 Eth Weapons: -25% To Hit DefenseArmus: Regenerate Mana 15%Lvl Required: 15Recipe: 3 Nef 6 Ith Weapons: +9 Maximum DamageArmor: 15% damage taken goes to ManaLvl
required: 15Recipe: 3 Eth 7 Tal Weapons: +75 poison damage in 5 secondsArmor : Poison Resistance 30%Poison Resistance 35%(Shields)Lvl Required : 17Recipe: 3 Ith 8 Ral Weapons: Adds 5-30 Fire DamageArmor: Fire Resistance 30%Fire Resistance 35%(Shields)Lvl Required: 19Recipe: 19Recipe: 19 3 Ort Tal 9 Weapons: Adds 1-50 Lightning DamageArmor:Lightning Resistance 30%Lightning Withstand 35%(Shields)Lvl
Required: 21Recipe: 3 Ral 10 Thul Weapons: +3-14 Cold Damage for 3 SecondsArmor :Cold Resistance 30%Cold Resistance 35%(Shields)Lvl Required: 23Recipe: 3 Ort 11 Amn Weapons : 7% stolen life for HitArmor: Attacker takes required 14Lvl damage: 25Recipe: 3 Thul semi-rare runes (medium runes) There are also 11 runes in this group, starting from Sol to Um. They will only start appearing in Nightmare mode. Id name
details 12 sol weapons: +9 to minimum damageArmor: Damage of 7Lvl required: 27Recipes: 3 Amn + 1 Chipped Amethyst 13 Shael Weapons: 20% Increased Attack Increased Hit Recovery 20% Faster20% Faster Lock Speed (Shields)Lvl Required: 29Recipe: 3 Sol + 1 Chipped Sapphire 14 Dol Weapons: Shot Causes Monster To Escape 25%Armor: Replenish Life +7Lvl Required: 31Recipe: 3 Shael + 1 chipped ruby-shaped
weapons 15 Hel: requirements -20%Armor: requirements -15%Lvl Required: NoneRecipe: 3 Dol + 1 Splintered Emerald 16 Weapons Io : +10 A VitalityArmor: +10 to VitalityLvl Required : 35Recipe: 3 Hel + 1 Diamond 17 Lum Weapons: +10 to EnergyArmor: +10 A EnergyLvl Required: 37Recipe: 3 Io + 1 Imperfect Top-rounder 18 Ko Weapons: +18 10 A DexterityArmor: +10 A DexterityLvl Required: 39Recipe: 3 Lum + 1 Imperfect
Amethyst 19 Fal Weapons: +10 A ForzaArmor: +10 A StrengthLvl Required: 41Recipe: 3 Ko + 1 Imperfect Sapphire 20 Lem Weapons : 75% extra gold from MonstersArmor : 50% extra gold from MonstersLvl Required: 43Recipe: 3 Fal + 1 Imperfect Ruby 21 Pul Weapons:+75% Demon Damage+100 Attack Rating against DemonsArmor:+30% Advanced DefenseLvl Required: 45Recipe: 3 Lem + 1 Imperfect Emerald Weapons 22 Um:
25% Chance of Open WoundsArmor: All Resistances +15All Resistances +22(Shields)Lvl Required: 47Recipe: 2 Pul + 1 Imperfect Diamond Extremely Rare Runes (High Runes) These are the 11 rarest runes in the game , starting with Mal to Zod. As expected, they will only go down to Hell mode. They are necessary to create the most powerful and versatile runewords known in the game. Id Name Details 23 Mal Weapons: Prevent
Monster HealingArmor: Magic Damage Reduced by 7Lvl Required: 49Recipe: 2 Um + 1 Topology 24 Isist Weapons: 30% Magic FindArmor: 25% Magic FindLvl Required: 51Recipe: 51Recipe: 51 2 Mal + 1 Amethyst 25 Gul Weapons: 20% Attack Rating BonusArmor: 5% to maximum poisonous resistlvl required: 53Recipes: 2 Ist + 1 Sapphire 26 Vex Weapons: 7% Mana Stolen for HitArmor : From 5% to maximum fire resistance
Required: 55Recipe: 2 Gul + 1 Ruby 27 Ohm Weapons: +50% Upgraded DamageArmor: from 5% to maximum cold resistlvl required: 57Recipe: 2 Vex + 1 Emerald 28 Weapons: 5% to Maximum Cold ResistLvl Required: 57Recipe: 2 Vex + 1 Emerald 28 Weapons: 20% Deadly StrikeArmor: 5% maximum lightning resistance Required: 59Recipe: 2 Ohm + 1 Diamond 29 Sur Weapons : TargetArmor Curtain Hit:+Mana Maximum
5%+50 A Mana (Shields)Lvl Required: 61Recipe : 2 Lo + 1 Flawless Topaz 30 Ber Weapons: 20% Chance to Crush BlowArmor: Damage Reduced by 8%Lvl Required: 63Recipe: 2 Sur + 1 Flawless Amethyst 31 Jah Weapons: Ignore Target DefenseArmor: Increases maximum lifespan 5%+50 Life (Shields)Lvl Required: 65Recipe: 2 Ber + 1 Flawless Sapphire 32 Cham Weapons : Freezing Target +3Armor: Cannot Be FrozenLvl
Required: 67Recipe: 2 Jah + 1 Flawless Ruby 33 Zod Weapons : IndestructibleArmor: IndestructibleLvl Required: 69Recipe: 2 Cham + 1 Runewords Flawless Emerald Page 4 are what separates Diablo II from all existing loot-based action role-playing games and as the best hack and slash object collection game of all time. Runewords arrived late and was only introduced to the Lord of Destruction expansion, but it was enough to
make it a game that can last for hundreds of hours, giving it an engaging cycle in our quest for the best items in the game. Runewords are made objects that follow known recipes. At a glance, they look like objects in games where creation is a basic mechanic, as in Monster Hunter. We must remember that the main mechanics of Diablo II objects is the random fall of objects, not creation. Weapons and armor fall from monsters, we
don't create them. But with Runewords, he completed this random drop mechanic instead of replacing it, creating a powerful synergy that gave it a lot of depth, without necessarily making it complex. With Runewords, Diablo II has become a more immersive creation game, more than Monster Hunter, even though it doesn't even have it as the main ring. In other words, Diablo II achieved the best of both worlds, random and
deterministic objects. Let us illustrate this with an example. If you want to create a good weapon in Monster Hunter, such as the Burning Blazer, you need to do the following: know the recipe for the burning Blazer. You can check this online and find out that you need the following ingredients: 3x Monster Bone 3x Glavenus Shell 3x Glavenus Pyroshell 1x Glavenus Tail Where can you get these ingredients? Just hunt down the Glavenus
several times until you get all the parts you need. Once you have all the recipes, you can already create that wonderful weapon The weapon you just produced is constant, you can make hundreds of them, and they will all be the same - same statistics, same everything. There is no depth in the ingredients nor on the results. Now, in Diablo II, you've decided to create a weapon called Eternity. To create this, you need to do the following:
know the recipe for the Eternity runeword. You can check this online and find out that you need the following ingredients: Any weapon with five sockets rune 1x Amn rune 1x Ber runa 1x Runa Ist 1x Runa Sol 1x Sur rune Where can you get these ingredients? The answer is - everywhere in the game. They could come from boss monsters, unique monsters, any monster, even from a low fall. They can come from chests, carry weapons
and even pots. What gives the game a lot of depth is not even the source of the ingredients, but the ingredients themselves. What kind of weapon should you use? Should you use a rod, an axe, a sword? If you're going to use a rod, should you use a voulge, a braid, a cryptic axe? If you are going to use a voulge, should you use an ethereus, a superior, a normal? And after you've done all this, even if you use the exact recipes, you're
going to produce varying results. If you think about it, the depth of diablo II runewords is multiplicative. It produces a lot of variety while keeping the mechanics extremely simple. You just need a weapon with five sockets and five runes. That's all. But what they are and where you get them, that's where the Diablo II word rune creates beats Monster Hunter with a big gap. Terminology of weapons and armor shared above that runewords
follow a specific recipe. If no ingredient is followed in the recipe, the transmutation will not work and and So it is very important that you are familiar with the terms used in runeword recipes. And the most important of them are those used for the base weapon and armor. Remember to always use the right items according to this terminology: Body Armor - Any armor worn on the chest Helmets - Any armor worn on the head: Helms
Barbarian Helms Druid Pelts Circlets Shield - Any armor that is used to block: Shields Necromancer Shrunken Heads Paladin Shields Clubs - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Exceptional and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Exceptional and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked
Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club
Spiked Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - Includes only: Club Spiked Club Outstanding and elite versions of the above hammers - : War Hammer Maul Great Maul Outstanding and Elite Versions of maces above - Includes only: Mace
Morning Star Flail Outstanding versions and Elite above This does not include any other type of mace It does not include the hammers listed above Melee weapons Include only weapons that are intended for close combat include chopsticks, staves and all other hand weapons This does not include ranged weapons and Balestra Bow Orbs Missile Weapons - Include only Weapons - all melee weapons, missile weapons and ball
sceptres - Include only: Sceptre Great Scepter War Sceptre Exceptional and Elite versions of the Staves above - Includes only: Staves This does not include Wands Creating a Word Rune To successfully create a runeword, you need to follow these steps: Determine the recipe for the runic word you want to create. Use the correct base element using previously shared terminology. The item must be a non-magical object socketed
These items are not allowed The number of sockets in the article must be the same as required by the recipe Runes must exactly match those of the recipe Runes must be inserted into the article in the correct order according to the recipe You are trying to write the runeword when you insert it. So you have to follow the example sequence: The Enigma runeword is JahIthBer. You have to put Jah first, then Ith, and finally Ber. More
importantly, determine whether you are creating a word rune inside or outside Battle.net Scale. Many runewords can only be created there. Make all runewords available The best runewords in the game are only available on the Battle.net Ladder. To make them available in your offline game, a plugin called Plugy is a good option. It makes all official runewords feasible. Battle.net only runewords Scale These are the runewords available
only on the Battle.net scale. Don't try to create them elsewhere, unless you use Plugy. Brand Grief Obedience Death Harmony Phoenix Destruction Ice Pride Dragon Infinity Rift Dream Insight Spirit Edge Last Wish Voice of Reason Faith Lawbringer Wrath Fortitude Oath Additional Runewords Mechanics After creating a runeword, new bonuses are added to the item. They will be present all rune bonuses. Runewords won't work on
wirt's leg, even if it's a weapon taken. Make sure you have the right patch in your game. Some runewords are only valid in newer patches. Recent. using higher socketed elements, the actual statistics may be higher than those displayed. Just remember that top objects are the best basis for runewords. Runewords can also be customized in anya's mission reward. Be careful when using the Me and Lo runes to avoid mistakes. List of
Runewords Body Armor Runewords Runewords Runewords Runeword Properties Enigma Armor {3}Level: 65 +2 For all abilities +45% Faster Travel/Walk +1 To Teleport +750-775 Defense (Varies) +(0.75 per Character Level) +0-74 to strength (based on character level) increases maximum duration by 5% of reduced damage by 8% +14 of life after each kill of 15% damage taken goes to Mana+(1 per character level) +1-99% more
chance of getting magic items (based on character level) Jah (31) + Ith (6) + Ber (30) Chains of Honor Armor {4}Level: 63 +2 to all abilities +200% demon damage +100% damage to undead 8% stolen life per shot +70% Improved Defense +20 for Force Replenish Life +7 All Resistances +65 Damage Reduced by 8% 25% More Chance of Getting Dol Magic Items (14) + Um (22) + Ber (30) + Ist (24) Bramble Armor {4}Level : 61 Aura
level 15-21 Spines when equipped (varies) +50% faster Shot Recovery +25-50% Poisonous Ability Damage (Varies) +300 Defense Increases Maximum Mana 5% Mana Regeneration 15% +5% Maximum Resistance to Cold Resists +30% Poison Resistance +100% +13 Life after each kill level 13 Beard Spirit (33 charges) Ral (8) + Ohm (27) + Sur (29) + Eth (5) Dragon Armor {3}Level: 61 20% chance to launch venom level 18 when
the 12% chance of throwing level 15 hydra to hit the Level 14 Sacred Fire Aura is hit when equipped +360 defense +230 defense vs. Missile +3-5 at all attributes (varies) +0.375-37.125 Strength (depending on character level) increases maximum mana by 5% +5% to maximum lightning resistance damage reduced by 7 Sur (29) + Lo (28) + Sol (12) Fortitude Armor {4}Level : 59 20% Chance to Fire Chilling Level 15 Armor When Hit
+25% Faster Launch Speed +300% Increased Damage +200% Advanced Defense +15 Defense +X to Life (based on character level)* Replenish life +7 +5% maximum lightning resists all resistance +25-30 (varies) Damage reduced by 7 12% of damage taken goes to Mana +1 at light beam El (1) + Sol (12) + Dol (14) + Lo (28) Main Armor {3}Level : 55 100% chance to throw holy bolt level 5 hitting +2 at paladin ability levels +50%
Damage to the Undead +100-150 to life (varies) 15% Slower Resistance Discharge +5% maximum fire resistance poison resistance +30% Ral (8) + Gul (25) + Eld (2) Prudence Armor {2}Level: 49 +25% Faster Hit Recovery +2 Advanced Defense (varies) All resistances +25-35 (varies) Damage reduced by 3 magic damage reduced by 17 +2 to Mana after each kill +1 at the duration of light beam repairs 1 in 4 seconds Mal (23) + Tir
(3) Armor rain {3}Level : 49 5% chance to throw level 15 cyclone armor when hit with a 5% chance to launch Level 15 twisters by hitting +2 to druid abilities +100-150 in Mana (varies) Resistance to Lightning +30% reduced magic damage by 7 15% damage taken goes to Mana Ort (9) + Mal (23) + Ith (6) Bone Armor 47 15% chance of throwing Level 10 bone armor when hit with a 15% chance to launch level 10 bone spear by hitting +2
at necromancer skill levels +100-150 in Mana (varies) All resistances +30 damage reduced by 7 Sols (12) + Um (22) + Um (22) Duress Armor {3}Level: 47 +40% Faster Shot Recovery +10-20% Upgraded Damage (Varies) Adds 37-133 Cold Damage 2 seconds. Duration (Normal) 15% Chance of Crushing Shot 33% Probability of Open Wounds +150-200% Advanced Defense (Varies) -20% Slower Stamina Cold Resistance +45%
Lightning Resistance +15% Fire Resistance +15% Poison Resistance +15% Shael (13) + Um (22) + Thul (10) Dark Armor {3} Level: 47 15% Chance to Launch Level 3 Dim Vision When Hit +10% Faster Shot Recovery +200-260% Advanced Defense (Varies) +10 To Force All Resistances +45 Half Freeze Duration 5% Damage Taken goes to Mana -3 at light beam Fal (19)+ Um (22) + Pul (21) Stone Armor {4}Level : 47 +60% Faster
Shot Recovery +250-290% Advanced Defense (varies) +300 Defense Vs. Missile +16 to force +16 to vitality +10 to energy all resistances +15 Molten boulder level 16 (80 charges) Clay Golem level 16 (16 charges) Shael (13) + Um (22) + Pul (2 1) + Lum (17) Illuminating armor {3}Level : 45 5% chance to fire level 15 flare when hit 5% chance to throw level 15 fireball hitting +2 to sorcerer's skill levels +1 to heat +30% improved
defense Fire resistance +30% damage reduced by 7 Puls (21) + Ral (8) + Sol (12) Treason Armor {3}Level: 43 5% Chance to Throw Level 15 Fade When Hit 25% Chance to Throw Level 15 Poison Hitting + 2 for assassin abilities +45% increased attack speed +20% faster cold recovery shot resist +30% 50% extra gold from Shael Monsters (13) + Thul (10) + Lem (20) Wealth Armor {3}Level : 13) + Thul (10) + Lem (20) Wealth Armor
{3}Level : 43 300% extra gold from monsters 100% more chance of getting magic items +2 to Mana after each kill +10 to Dexterity Lem (20) + Ko (18) + Tir (3) Lionheart Armor {3}Level : 41 +20% improved damage requirements -15% +25 to force +10 to energy +20 to vitality +15 to dexterity +50 to life all resistances +30 Hel (15) + Lum (17) + Fal (19) Smoke Armor {2}Level: 37 +75% Advanced Defense +280 Defense vs. Missile All
Resistors +50 20% Faster Hit Recovery Level 6 Weaken (18 Charges) +10 to Energy -1 at Nef Light Range (4) + Lum (17) Peace Armor {3}Level : 29 4% chance to launch Level 5 slow missiles when hit 2% Chance to launch Level 15 valkyries by hitting +2 at Amazon skill levels +20% faster Shot Recovery +2 to Critical Cold Strike Resistance +30% Attacker Takes Damage of 14 Shael (13) + Thul (10) + Amn (11) Myth Armor : 25 3%
chance to launch Level 1 title when 10% chance of launching Level 1 taunt is hit by hitting +2 at barbarian skill levels +30 defense vs. No. Missile refueling duration +10 attacker takes damage of 14 requirements -15% Hel (15) + Amn (11) + Nef (4) Stealth Armor {2}Level: 17 magic damage reduced by 3 +6 to Dexterity +15 to maximum resistance to poison resistance resistance +30% Regenerate mana 15% 25% Faster
Running/Walking 25% Faster Launch Speed 25% Tal Faster Hit Recovery (7) + Eth (5) Shield Shield Runeword Properties Dream Shields {3}Level: 65 10% Chance to Launch Level 15 Confuse When Hit Level 15 Holy Shock Aura When Equipped +20-30% Faster Hit Recovery (Varies) +30% Advanced Defense +150-220 Defense (Varies) +10 For Vitality Increase Maximum Duration 5% (helmets only) +50 To life (shields only) +0.625-
61,875 in Mana (depending on character level) All resistances +5-20 (varies) 12-25% better chance of getting magical items (varies) Io (16) + Jah (31) + Pul (21) Phoenix Shields {4}Level : 65,100% chance to fire level 40 flare when leveling up 40% chance of launching Level 22 Firestorm by hitting the Redemption Aura level 10-15 when equipped (varies) +350-400 Defense vs. No. Missile (varies) +350-400% damage upgraded
(varies) -28% to enemy fire resistance +50 to life +5% to maximum lightning resistance +10% to maximum fire resistance +15-21 Fire absorption (varies) Vex (26) + Vex (26) + Lo (28) + Jah (31) Dragon Shields {3}Level : 61 20% chance to throw level 18 poison when hit with a 12% chance to throw level 15 hydra by hitting the Level 14 Sacred Fire Aura when equipped +360 Defense +230 Defense vs. No. Missile +3-5 at all attributes
(varies) +0.375-37.125 Strength (depending on character level) increases maximum mana by 5% (armor only) +50 to Mana (shields only) +5% maximum reduced lightning resistance damage of 7 Sur (Sur 29) + Lo (28) + Sol (12) Exile Paladin Shields {4}Level : 57 15% Chance to Launch Level 5 Life Touch on Level 13-16 Challenge Aura When Equipped (Varies) +2 for Offensive Auras (Paladin Only) + 30% faster blocking speed
blocks target +220-260% Advanced Defense (varies) Replenish life +30% faster 7 +5% maximum cold resistance +5% maximum fire resists 25% better chance of getting magic items Repair 1 duration in 4 seconds Vex (26) + Ohm (27) + Ist (24) + Dol (14) Sanctuary Shields {3}Level : 49 +20% Faster Shot Recovery +20% Faster Lock speed 20% Higher lock probability +130-160% Advanced Defense (varies) + 250 Defense vs. No.
Missile +20 Dexterity All Resistances +50-70 (varies) Magic Damage Reduced by 7 Level 12 Slow Missiles (60 Charges) Ko (18) + Ko (18) + Mal (23) Splendor Shields {2}Level: 37 +1 for all abilities +10% faster launch speed +20% faster locking rate +60-100% advanced defense (varies) +10 to regenerate Mana energy 15% 50% extra gold from monsters 20% better Chance of getting magical items +3 to Eth light range (5) + Lum
(17) Shields rhyme {2}Level: 29 20% increased chance to lock 40% faster Block all resistances +25 Regenerating Mana 15% cannot be frozen 50% extra gold Monsters 25% more chance of getting magical items (13) + Eth (5) Spirit Shields {4}Level: 25 +2 to All Abilities +25-35% Faster Launch Speed (Varies) +55% Faster Shot Recovery +250 Defense Vs. Missile +22 to Vitality +89-112 to Mana (varies) Cold resistance +35%
Lightning resistance +35% Poisonous resistance +35% +3-8 Magic Absorption (Varies) Attacker Takes Damage of 14 Tal (7) + Thul (10) + Ort (9) + Amn (11) Ancient Pledge Shields {3}Level : 21 +50% Advanced Defense Cold Resistance +43% Fire Resistance +48% Withstand Lightning Lightning Poison Resist +48% 10% damage goes to Mana Ral (8) + Ort (9) + Tal (7) Runewords Runewords Runewords Dream Headgear {3}Level:
65 10% chance to launch level 15 Confuse when hit level 15 Holy Shock Aura when equipped +20-30% Plus Fast Shot Recovery (varies) +30% Advanced Defense +150-220 Defense (varies) +10 A Vitality Increases maximum duration 5% +0.625-61,875 A Mana (depending on character level) All resistances +5-20 (varies) 12-25% better chance of getting items magic (varies) I (16) + Jah (31) + Pul (21) Delirium Headgear {3}Level: 51
1% chance to throw level 50* delirium (morph) when 6% chance of exploding is hit level 14 when the 14% chance of launching level 13 terror is hit when 11% chance of launching level 18 is hit confuse hitting +2 to all abilities +261 Defense +10 to Vitality 50% extra gold from monsters 25% more chance of getting magic items level 17 Attract (60 charges) Lem (20) + Ist (24) + Io (16) Lore Headgear {2} Level: 27 +1 at all levels ability
+10 to energy +2 to Mana after each kill lightning bolt resists +30% reduced damage by 7 +2 to Ort light beam (9) + Sol (12) Radiance headgear {3}Level : 27 +75% Advanced Defense +30 Defense vs. No. Missile +10 to energy +10 to vitality Damage of 15% goes to mana magic damage reduced by 3+33 to Mana damage reduced by 7+5 to Nef light range (4) + Sol (12) + Ith (6) Nadir Headgear {3}Level : 27 +50% Advanced Defense
+10 Defense +30 Defense vs. Missile level 13 Shadow Cloak (9 charges) +2 to Mana after each kill +5 to force -33% extra gold from monsters -3 to light beam Nef (4) + Sol (12) + Ith (6) All Runewords Weapon Runeword Properties Breath runes of dying weapons {6}Livello: 69 50% chance to launch level 20 poisonous nova when you kill an indestructible enemy +60% increased attack speed +350-400% upgraded damage (varies)
+200% damage to undead - 25% target defense +50 per Rating attack +50 to attack score against undead 7% Mana stolen per shot 12-15% life stolen per shot (varies) Prevent monster healing +30 to all +1 attributes to light range requirements -20% Vex (26) + Hel (15) + El (1) + Eld (2) + Zod (33) + Eth (5) Hand of Justice Weapons {4}Level: 67,100% chance to fire level 36 flare when you level up 100% chance of launching level
meteors level 48 when you die level 16 Holy Fire Aura when equipped +33% increased attack speed +280-330% upgraded damage (varies) Ignore target defense 7% stolen life per shot -20% to enemy fire resistance 20% Deadly Hit Hits Sees Target +3 Sur (29) + Cham (32) + Amn (11) + Lo (3 28) Phoenix Weapons {4}Level: 65 100% Chance to Fire Level 40 When You Do level 40% chance of launching Level 22 firestorm to
impressive level 10-15 Redemption Aura when equipped (varies) +350-400% upgraded damage (varies) Ignore target defense of 14% Mana stolen per shot -28% fire resistance enemy 20% deadly attack +350-400 missile defense (varies) +15-21 fire absorption (varies) Vex (26) + Vex (26) + Lo (28) + Jah (31) Fortitude Weapons {4}Level : 59 20% chance to launch chilling level 15 when hit +25% faster launch speed +300% upgraded
damage +9 to minimum damage +50 to attack score 20% fatal hit causes monster to escape 25% +200% advanced defense +X to life (based on character level)* All resistances +25 -30 (varies) 12% of damage taken goes to Mana +1 at light beam El (1) + Sol (12) + Dol (14) + Lo (28) Call to Arms {5}Level : 57 +1 to all abilities +. 40% increased attack speed +250-290% upgraded damage (varies) Adds 5-30 fire damage 7% of stolen
life per shot +2-6 to battle command (varies)* +1-6 to battle orders (varies)* +1-4 Scream Battle (varied)* Prevent monster healing from replenishing life +12 30% better chance of getting Amn Magic Items (11) + Ral (8) + Mal (23) + Ist (24) + Ohm (27) Weapons of Silence {6}Level : 55 200% damage increased +75% damage to the undead -20% 20% higher attack speed +50 to attack score against undead +2 for all abilities All
resistances +75 20% faster Shot Recovery 11% of Mana stolen per shot causes monsters flee target 25% tents hit +33 +2 in Mana after each kill 30% more chance of getting magic items Dol (14) + Eld (2) + Hel (14) 15) + Ist (24) + Tir (3) + Vex ( 26) Poisonous Weapons {3}Level: 49 Shots Causes Monster Escape 25% Prevent Monster Healing Ignore Target Defense 7% Stolen Mana per Shot Poison Explosion Level 15 (27 Charges)
Poison Nova Level 13 (11 Charges) +273 Poison Damage in 6 Tal seconds (7) + Dol (14) + Mal (23) Passion Weapons {4}Level : 43 +25% increased attack speed +160-210% damage upgraded (varies) bonus of 50-80% to attack score (varies) +75% non-damage dead +50 to the attack score against the undead adds 1-50 lightning Damage +1 to Berserk +1 to the target of the zeal stroke tents +10 shot makes the monster escape
25% 75% extra gold from monsters level 3 Heart by Wolverine (12 charges) Dol (14) + Ort (9) + Eld (2) + Lem (20) All melee weapons runewords Runewords Runeword Properties Fury Melee Weapons {3}Level : 65 +209% Damage Upgraded 40% Increase in Attack Speed Prevent Monster Healing 66% Open Wound Chance 33% Deadly Strike Ignore Target Defense -25% Target Defense 20% Bonus to Attack 6% Stolen Life per
Shot +5 Frenzy (Barbarian only) Jah (31) + Gul (25) + Eth (5) Eternity Melee Weapons {5}Level : 63 Indestructible Damage +260-310% Upgraded (Varies) +9 to Minimum Damage 7% Stolen Life per Shot 20% Chance to Crush Target Hit Shot Curtain Slows Target by 33% Regenerate Mana 16% Replenishment Life +16 Can't Be Frozen 30% More Chance of Getting Magic Items Level 8 Revive (88 Charges) Amn (11) + Ber (30) + Ist
(24) + Sol (12) + Sur (29) Wind Melee Weapons {2}Level: 61 10% of to launch level 2 9 Tornado hitting +20% faster running/walking +40% increased attack speed +15% faster Shot Recovery +120-160% upgraded damage (varies) -50% Target Defense +50 To attack target hit rating +1 light range level 13 Twister (varies) 127 Charges) Sur (29) + El (1) Melee Weapons of Honor {5}Level: 27 +160% Damage Upgraded +9 to Minimum
Damage +9 to Maximum Damage 25% Deadly Attack +250 to Attack Score +1 for All Abilities 7% Life Per shot replenish life +10 +10 for force +1 at light range +2 in Mana after each Amn (11) + El (1) + Ith (6) + Tir (3) + Sol (12) Force Melee Weapons {2}Livello: 25 35% damage upgraded 25% chance to crush shot 7% of stolen life per shot +2 to Mana after each kill +20 to force +10 to Vitality Amn (11) + Tir (3) Malicious Melee
Weapons {3}Level : 15 +33% damage upgraded +9 to maximum damage 100% open wound probability -25% target defense -100 to monster defense per shot Prevent monster healing +50 to attack score drainage duration -5 Ith (6) + El (1) + Eth (5) Runewords Specific Runeword Properties Doom Axes, Hammers &amp; Polearms {5}Level: 67 5% chance to launch level 18 volcano by hitting the Level 12 Sacred Freeze Aura when
equipped +2 for all ability +45% increased attack speed +330-370% upgraded damage (varies) -(40-60)% Enemy Cold Resistance (varies) 20% Mortal Strike 25% chance of open wounds Prevent monster healing from freezing target +3 requirements -20% Hel (15) + Ohm (27) + Um (22) + Lo (28) + Cham (32) Polearms Pride {4}Level: 67 25% Chance of Level 17 Firewall Spear When Hit Level 16-20 Concentration Aura When
Equipped (Varies) 260-300% Attack Score Bonus (Varies) +1-99% Demon damage (depending on character level) adds 50-280 lightning damage 20% deadly hits target tents blocks target +3 + 10 to Vitality Replenish Life +8 1,875-185,625% Extra Gold from Monsters (based on character level) Cham (32) + Sur (29) + Io (16) + Lo (28) Destruction Polearms &amp; Swords {5}Level: 65 23% Chance To launch Level 12 volcano with a
5% chance of throwing level 23 cast boulders by hitting 100% the Probability of launching Level 45 meteors when you die 15% chance of launching the Level 22 Nova to attack +350% Upgraded Damage Ignore Target Defense adds 100-180 Magic Damage 7% Stolen Mana Per Shot 20% Chance of Crushing Shot 20% Deadly Strike Prevent Monster Healing +10 to Dexterity Vex (26) + Lo (28) + Ber (30) + Jah (31) + Ko (18) Famine
Axes &amp; Hammers {4}Level : 65 +30% increase in attack speed +320-370% upgraded damage (varies) Ignore target defense adds 180-200 magic damage Adds 50-200 fire damage adds 51-250 damage from lightning adds 50-200 cold damage 12% stolen life per shot Prevent monster healing +10 to Force Fal (19) + Ohm (27) + Ort (9) + Jah (31) Last Wish Aces, Hammers &amp; Swords {6}Level : 65 to 6% chance to fade level
11 when 10% chance of throwing level 18 touch of life is hit by hitting a 20% chance to throw the level 20 loaded bolt at the level of 17 could aura when equipped +330-375% Advanced Damage (varies) Ignore Monster Defense target 60-70% chance of crush hit (varies) Prevent monster heal hit blinds target +(0.5 per character level) 0.5-4 9.5% chance of getting magical items (based on character level) Jah (31) + Mal (23) + Jah (31) +
Sur (29) + Jah (31) + Ber (30) Beast Axes, Hammers &amp; Scepters {5}Level : 63 Aura FanaticismA level 9 when equipped +40% increase in attack speed +240-270% Enhanced Damage (varies) 20% chance to crush shot 25% chance of open wounds +3 to Werebear +3 +3 Lycanthropy Prevent Monster Heal +25-40 To Strength (varies) +10 a Energy +2 To Mana After Each Kill Level 13 Summon Grizzly (5 Charge) Ber (30) + Tir
(3) + Um (22) + Mal (2 3) + Lum (17) Polearms Infinity {4}Level: 63 50% Chance to Cast Level 20 Chain Lightning When You Kill an Enemy Level 12 Doom aura When Equipped +35% Running/Walking faster +255-325% increased damage (varies) -(45-55)% to enemy lightning resistance (varies) 40% chance to crush hit prevent monster healing 0.5-49.5 vitality (based on Character Level) 30% more chance of getting magic items
Level 21 Cyclonic Armor (30 charges) Ber (30) + Mal (23) + Ber (30) + Ist (24) Pain Swords &amp; Axes {5}Level : 59 35% chance to fire poison level 15 by hitting +30-40% increased attack speed (varies) Damage +340-400 (varies) Ignore Target Defense -25% Target Defense +(1,875 per character level) 1,875-185,625% Demon Damage (based on character level) Adds 5-30 fire damage -20-25% to Enemy Poisonous Resistance
(varies) 20% deadly Strike Prevent Monster Heal +2 To Mana After Each Kill +10-15 Life After Each Kill (varies) Eth (5) + Tir (3) + Lo (28) + Mal (23) + Ral (8) Oath Axes, Maces &amp; Swords {4}Level: 59 30% Chance to Launch Level 20 Bone Spirit By Indestructible Hitting +50% Increased Attack Speed +210-340% Upgraded Damage (Varies) +75% Demon Damage +100 to Attack Score Against Demons Prevents Healing monsters
+10 to energy +10-15 Magic absorbs (varies) level 16 Heart of Wolverine (20 charges) Iron Golem level 17 (14 charges) Shael (13) + Pul (21) + Mal (23) + Claws of Chaos Lum (17) {3} Livello: 57 9% di probabilità di lanciare sfera congelata di livello 11 colpendo l'11% di probabilità di lanciare bullone carico di livello 9 colpendo +35% di velocità d'attacco aumentata +290-340% danni potenziati (varia) Aggiunge 216-471 danni magici
25% di probabilità di ferite aperte +1 a Vortice +10 alla forza +15 vita dopo ogni demone uccidere Fal (19) + Ohm (27) + Um (22) Spade della Morte &amp; Asce {5}Livello : 55 100% Chance To Cast Level 44 Chain Lightning When You Die 25% Chance To Cast Level 18 Glacial Spike On Attack Indestructible +300-385% Enhanced Damage (varies) 20% Bonus To Attack Rating +50 To Attack Rating Adds 1-50 Lightning Damage 7%
Mana Stolen Per Hit 50% Chance of Crushing Blow +(0.5 per Character Level) 0.5-49.5% Deadly Strike (Based on Character Level) +1 To Light Radius Level 22 Blood Golem (15 Charges) Requirements -20% Hel (15) + El (1) + Vex (26) + Ort (9) + Gul (25) Heart of the Oak Staves &amp; Maces {4}Level : 55 +3 To All Skills +40% Faster Cast Rate +75% Damage To Demons +100 To Attack Rating Against Demons Adds 3-14 Cold
Damage, 3 sec. Duration (Normal) 7% Mana Stolen Per Hit +10 To Dexterity Replenish Life +20 Increase Maximum 15% All Resistances +30-40 (varies) Level 4 Oak Sage (25 Charges) Level 14 Raven (60 Charges) Ko (18) + Vex (26) + Pul (21) + Thul (10) Kingslayer Swords &amp; Axes {4} Level: 53 +30% Increased Attack Speed +230-270% Upgraded Damage (Varies) -25% Target Defense 20% Attack Score Bonus 33% Chance
of Crushing Shot 50% Chance Open wounds +1 to vengeance prevent monsters from healing +10 to the strength of 40% extra gold from monsters Mal (23) + Um (22) + Gul (25) + Fal (19) Rift Polearms &amp; Scepters {4}Level: 53 20% Chance to Launch Level 16 Tornadoes by Hitting 1 6% Chance to Launch Level 21 Frozen Ball in Attack Bonus of 20% to Attack Score Adds 160-250 Magic Damage Adds 60-180 Fire Damage +5-10
to All Stats (Varies) + 10 dexterity 38% of damage taken goes to Mana 75% extra gold from Monsters Level 15 Iron Maiden (40 charges) Requirements -20% Hel (15) + Ko (18) + Lem (20) + Gul (25) Crescent Moon Axes, Polearms &amp; Swords {3}Level: 47 10% chance to launch level 17 chain lightning by hitting 7% chance to launch level 13 static field by hitting +20% increased attack speed +180-180-1 Enhanced Damage by
220% (varies) Ignore defense target -35% to enemy lightning resistance 25% open wound chance +9-11 Magic Absorption (varies) +2 to Mana after each summoning spirit level kill 18 Wolf (30 Charge) Shael (13) + Um (22) + Tir (3) Lawbringer Hammers, Scepter &amp; Swords {3}Level: 43 20% Chance to Launch Level 15 Decrepify to Hit Level 16-18 Aura Sanctuary When Equipped (Varies) -50% Target Defense Adds 150-210 Fire
Damage Adds 130-180 Cold Damage 7% Stolen Life for Shot Monsters Killed Rest in Peace +200-250 Defense vs. No. Missile (varies) +10 A Dexterity 75% Extra Monster Gold Amn (11) + Lem (20) + Ko (18) Voice of Reason Maces &amp; Swords {4}Level : 43 15% chance to launch the level 13 frozen ball by hitting an 18% chance to fire level 20 ice shots hitting +50 to attack the +22 score0-350% demon damage +355-375%
damage to the undead (varies) +50 to attack the score against a dead man adds 100-220 cold damage -24% enemy cold resistance +10 to dexterity cannot be frozen 75% more gold from monsters +1 to Lem light beam (20) + Ko (18) + El (1) + Eld (2) Polearms obedience {5}Level : 41 30% chance to cast spell of level 21 when you kill an enemy 40% faster shot recovery +370% upgraded damage -25% Target Defense adds 3-14 cold
damage 3 second duration (normal) -25% to enemy fire resistance 40% chance of crushing shot +200-200-2 300 Defense (varies) +10 To Force +10 Dexterity All Resistances +20-30 (varies) Requirements -20% Hel (15) + Ko (18) + Thul (10) + Eth (5) + Fal (19) Memory Staves {4}Level : 37 +3 at Levels Mage ability 33% Faster Increase in launch speed Maximum Mana 20% +3 Energy Shield (Sorceress Only) +2 Static Field
(Sorceress Only) +10 Energy +10 A Vitality +9 at Minimum Damage -25% Magical Target Defense Damage Reduced by 7 +50% Boosted Defense Lum (17) + Io ( 16) + Sol (12) + Eth (5) Black Club, Hammers, {3} Level: 35 +120% damage upgraded 40% chance of crushing shot +200 to attack score adds 3-14 cold damage - cold duration 3 seconds + 10 to Vitality 15% increase in attack speed Hit magical repelling damage reduced
by 2 corpse explosion level 4 (12 charges) Thul (10) + Io (16) + Nef (4) White chopsticks {2}Level: 35 shots causes the monster to escape by 25% +10 to vitality +3 to poisonous and bone abilities (necromancer only) +3 to the bone to the bone (Necromancer only) +2 to bone spear (necromancer only) +4 to skeleton mastery (necromancer only) magic damage reduced by 4 20% faster launch speed +13 to Mana Dol (14) + I (16) Insight
Polearms &amp; Staves {4}Level: 27 Level 12-17 Aura Meditation When equipped (varies) +35% faster launch speed +200-260% upgraded damage (varies) +9 to minimum damage 180-250% attack score bonus (varies) adds 5-30 fire damage +75 poison damage in 5 seconds + 1-6 critical attack (varies) +5 to all attributes + 2 A Mana after each kill 23% more chance of getting magical items Ral (8) + Tir (3) + Tal (7) + Sol (12) King's
Swords of Grace &amp; Scepter {3}Level: 25 +100% Damage Upgraded +100% Demon Damage +50% Damage to Undead adds 5-30 fire damage adds 3-14 cold damage - 3 seconds duration +150 to attack score +100 to attack score against demons +100 to attack score against the undead 7% of stolen life per amn shot (11) + Ral (8) + Thul (10) Spirit swords {4} Level: 25 +2 to all abilities +25-35% Faster (varied) launch speed
+55% faster Shot Recovery adds 1-50 lightning damage adds 3-14 cold damage of 3 seconds (normal) +75 poison damage in 5 seconds 7% of stolen life per shot +250 defense vs. Missile +22 at Vitality +89-112 A Mana (varies) +3-8 Magic Absorb (varies) Tal (7) + Thul (10) + Ort (9) + Amn (11) Holy Thunder Scepter {4}Level : 23 +60% Upgraded Damage -25% Target Defense Adds 25-30 fire damage adds 21-110 lightning damage
+75 poison damage in 5 seconds +10 to maximum lightning resistance damage +60% +5 to maximum lightning resistance +3 to level 7 chain lightning (Paladin only) (60 Charges) Eth (5) + Ral (8) + Ort (9) + Tal (7) Staves Leaf {2}Level: 19 Adds 5-30 Fire Damage +3 to Fire Skills +3 to Fire Bolt (Sorceress Only) +3 to Hell (Sorceress Only) +3 heat (Sorceress Only) +2 to Mana after each kill + (2 per character level) +2-198 to defense
(based on character level) Cold Resistance +33% Tir (3) + Ral (8) Steel Swords , Axes, clubs {2}Level: 13 20% damage increased +3 to minimum damage +3 maximum damage +50 to attack with 50% open wound probability score 25% increase in attack speed +2 to Mana after each kill +y 1 al tir light beam (3) + El (1) All Runeword missile weapon runewords Missile Weapon Brand Properties { Level 4}: 65 35% Chance to Fire Level
14 Amplified Damage When Hit at 100% Chance to Launch Level 18 bone thrower by hitting +260-340% upgraded damage (varies) Ignore target defense by 20% attack score bonus +28 0-330% demon damage (varies) 20% Deadly Strike Prevent monster heal knockback shoots explosive arrows or bolts (15) Jah (31) + Lo (28) + Mal (23) + Gul (25) Missile weapons {4} Level : 65 Level 12-15 Fanatical Aura when equipped (varies) +1-
2 to all abilities (varies) +330% upgraded damage Ignore target defense 300% attack score bonus +75% damage to the undead +50 to attack Rating against the Undead +120 fire damage All resistances +15 10% revived as: returned 75% extra gold from Monsters Ohm (27) + Jah (31) + Lem (20) + Eld (2) Ice Ice {4}Level Weapons: 65,100% chance to launch Level 40 blizzards when you level up the 25% chance of throwing level 22
frost nova by hitting the Holy Freeze Aura level 18 when equipped +20% increased attack speed +140-210% upgraded damage (varies) Ignore target defense +25-. 30% to cold ability damage (varies) -20% to enemy cold resistance 7% stolen life per shot 20% deadly shot 3,125-309,375 Extra gold from monsters (depending on character level) Amn (depending on character level) Amn (11) + Shael (13) + Jah (31) + Lo (28) Ira missile
weapons {4}Level: 63 30% chance to launch level 1 Decrepify hitting 5% chance to launch touch of level 10 life by hitting +375% demon damage +100 to attack the score against demons +250-300% damage to One Dead (varies) Adds 85-120 Magic Damage Adds 41-240 Lightning damage 20% chance of crushing Prevent monster healing +10 Pul (21) + Lum (17) + Ber (30) + Mal (23) Harmony missile weapons {4}Level : 39 Aura
vigor level 10 when equipped +200-275% damage upgraded (varies) +9 to minimum damage +9 to maximum damage adds 55-160 lightning damage adds 55-160 fire damage adds 55-1 1 160 cold damage +2-6 to Valkyrie (varies) +10 to regenerating mana of dexterity 20% +2 to Mana after each kill +2 at light range level 20 Resuscitation (25 charges) Tir (3) + Ith (6) + Sol (12) + Ko (18) Melody missile weapons {3}Leel: 39 +50%
upgraded damage +300% damage to the undead +3 to bow and crossbow abilities (Amazon only) +3 critical attack (Amazon only +3 to dodge (Amazon only) +3 to slow missiles (Amazon only) 20% increase attack speed +10 to Dexterity Knockback Shael (13) + Ko (18) + Nef (4) Edge Missile Weapons {3}Level : 25 Aura spines level 15 when equipped +35% increased attack speed +320-380% demon damage (varies) +280% damage
to undead +75 poison damage over 10 5 seconds 7% life stolen per shot Prevent monster healing +5-10 to all attributes (varies) +2 to Mana after each kill reduces all vendor prices 15% Tir (3) + Tal (7) + Amn (15% 11) Zephyr Missile Weapons {2}Level: 21 +33% Upgraded Damage +66 to Attack Score Adds 1-50 Lightning Damage -25% Target Defense +25 Defense 25% Faster Travel /Walk With 25% increased attack speed by 7%
chance to launch Level 1 twisters when you hit Ort (9) + Eth (5) Page 5 armor items are among the most important loot you can collect in Diablo II. You will need it mainly to be able to complete the game in various difficulties. In addition, the challenge and fun of hunting different armor items open up the possibility to create class builds that can produce really powerful characters for your gameplay. the longevity of the game, extending
your game by hundreds of hours in your search for the best items. Armor Types There are seven types of armor that you can find in Diablo II. We use the term armor to refer to all of them and the term armor to those who only protect the torso. We have listed the following types, moving from the top of the body down. Helms Circlets Body Armor Gloves Shields Belts Specific Armor Class Belts There are armor items that that worn only
by specific character classes. Necromante Necromante Of the Reduced Heads Of The Champion Heads Armor Armor Levels in the game are ranked according to their rarity and how they are obtained. Low-quality, low-quality armor has a prefix that says: Damaged low-quality cracked crude If you find such an armor object, then it's not good. Throw it, don't keep it. Such items have: less maximum duration than normal About 33%
degradation of the normal duration Unusually low defense, often below the minimum defense for that type of armor About 75% of normal defense, rounded down So if you are going to use it as upgrade or creation material for runewords, do not proceed. Low-quality armor cannot be etherea and cannot fall with sockets by default. Of course, you can add them sockets using Larzuk's mission. But as shared above, it will be a waste.
Normal This is the default state of an armature. It is neither low quality nor superior. Higher quality armor has a prefix that says Superior. Such items have improved defense and durability. Defense - +5% to +15% improved defense duration - +10% to +15% improved durability Top armor can be generated as an etherea. In addition, they can also have sockets, if the armor type supports the sockets. In other words, these are the best
candidates as basic armor for runewords. The formula for superior combinations with Advanced Defense and Etherea are shown below. Remember, Superior and Ethereal are the best. Top AND NOT Ethereum: Defense = [(maxac + 1) * (100 + ac%)/100] Superior ED Ethereum: Defense = [[(maxac + 1) * 3/2] * (100 + ac%)/100] where ac% is the %Advanced Defense, maxac is the ultimate basic Magic Magic defense quality armor are
always shown in blue text. In addition to their standard attributes, they get bonus properties that make them better than regular items. These additional properties appear on item details such as prefixes and suffixes. For example: Prefix - Blessed - Enhanced Defense Suffix 51-65% - Luck - 16-25% better chance of getting quality Rare Rare Armor magical items are always shown in yellow text. They are similar to Magic items, but have
multiple bonus properties. These are often updates for your character when they fall. Often you can get them from killing bosses. Set set quality armor is always displayed in green text. In addition to their bonus attributes, they have synergy with other items belonging to the same set. The number of bonus properties increases the number of items you wear from the same set. And finally, if you wear all the items in the set, there's a big
bonus plus a magical reward, like a change in your character's appearance. The Unique Armor are the best items in the game, with the exception of some runewords, of course. That's why diablo II's loot hunt is exciting. You typically need to cultivate ACT bosses to get these really rare items. The handmade armor is the one created using the Horadric l'Horadric using the various cubic recipes. However, these are not the same rune
words. You can complete the game without using handcrafted armor, as they are not really useful in Nightmare or Hell mode. Runewords The best and most powerful armor in the game belongs to this group. Runeword armor is god-level, as it improves your character to a point not possible before. They are very similar to the unique armor, except that you have some control in their creation - giving you the choice: the basic armor the
quality of the armor - whether it is superior or not additional attributes - whether it is etherea or not gives you that satisfaction in investing more, if you like, in the creation of your best armor. Armor duration Durability is an armor property that reflects how strong it is. It is a quantity that is reduced in value when a character is hit by physical attacks. When it reaches 0, the armor object becomes unusable and its attributes temporarily lose
the effect. This broken armor must be repaired in any of the city's blacksmiths. Missile attacks or spells do not reduce armor life When the rental equips an armor, it does not decrease the duration Ethereal items have a duration of (max/2) + 1 The Zod rune makes an item indestructible by removing the duration counter. Ethereal Objects of the Ethereal Armor were added to Diablo II during the Lord of Destruction expansion. These
gameplay mechanics follow: The etherea armor could not be repaired, and they come with a reduced duration Increase the defense of an armor by 50% Decrease the strength requirement of an armor of 10 They are always available with full durability, although it is half the normal Lose the duration slower than normal items Those with charges could not generate with full charges, and must be recharged through the Horadric Cube.
They have a dark gray name, Similar to ingested items Appear translucent when placed in inventory and when equipped There are three reasons why ethereal armor is valuable to players: when equipped on your rental, armor does not lose duration When a Zod rune is applied to armor, becomes indestructible through a method called E-bugging, you can double the E-bugging E-bugging defense bonus is a method to double the
Ethereal armor defense bonus. Although it is a bug, it has never been fixed by Blizzard, and is widely used in the community. You can perform E-bugging by adding sockets to the armor using the horadric cube: ethereal armor grip = armor + perfect topium + Thul rune + Tal rune Armor should not be superior or have already taken. After performing this method, the bonus defense on the etherea armor is applied twice, thus doubling its
value. Armor Defense Defense the main attribute of the armature. The main purpose of the defense is to reduce the chance of an enemy being able to hit you. The gameplay mechanics for the defense are as follows: Higher Defense means a higher probability for the enemy enemy to get lost It can be found on all armor items, even on rings and amulets Your dexterity increases your defense. Multiply your total defense from all
equipped items Amulets can also increase your defense Defense doesn't work against spells - elemental attacks, poison, or magic. Works against physical attacks that have elemental damage Defense does not reduce damage. Only reduces the chance of being hit by physical attacks Whatever your total defense value, you will always receive the same damage The only properties of the item that can reduce the damage received are:
Reduce damage by % Reduce damage by x value The defense is very low during the run and physical attacks will most likely hit you to make the defense work , you have to walk, stand or attack Different spells, auras and curses can lower the defense. Decrepify Vindication Blessed aim Fanaticism Defense is only useful in high amounts of armor grip armor generation with sockets by default. Normally you would put the sockets on an
object using the following two methods: the reward of Larzuk's mission - it will put a grip on your armor, but once you will only use the recipe of the Horadric cube - armor + perfect topium + Thul rune + Tal rune Finding an armor taken is the third method. They always appear with gray text, similar to ethereal elements. Page 6 To play and enjoy any of the Diablo games, you don't have to be familiar with the mythology of its universe. You
see a monster, kill him and take his loot. This is the main loop of the game. It's so simple and yet extraordinarily engaging. However, if you want to be immersed in its history and understand the characters you encounter as you travel through the game, it is better to get a view of the Diablo tradition. Diablo's mythology The Diablo franchise has a rich mythology. It didn't start like this, though. Between Diablo I and Diablo II, Blizzard
developed most of the background story that formed the backbone of his tradition. And when Diablo III was released, this mythological body is so extensive that it is comparable in breadth and depth to the mythologies of the ancient past. One thing that makes Diablo's mythology special is how familiar it is to us - it involves the concepts of angels and demons, heaven and hell, monsters and saviors, and other ideas that are already
common knowledge to most people. The myth of creation - Anu and the dragon Tathamet So, like the mythologies of the past, it only fits the fact that we start with how it all started, the story of creation. At first, there is only one creation instance, a perfect pearl. Within that pearl lies a spirit of strength, called the One, Anu. Inside Anu there is everything we can think of: happiness and sadness, light and dark, physical and mystical, good
and bad. To achieve a state of total purity, this singular god wished to remove his duality and throw away all his negative qualities. These removed parts combined into a single being of pure evil and became the creature creature the Beast. The seven-head dragon named Tathamet. The two deis, Anu and Tathamet, pure good and pure evil, fought each other for millennia until they finally handed each other the final blow and bought
expert. Their death caused an explosion that gave rise to the entire universe and all the creatures within it. Pandemonium and the Stone of the World At the center of this universe is a place called Pandemonium. And at the center of Pandemonium is the huge jewel called the Heart of Creation, also known as the Eye of Anu, the Stone of the World. This jewel is in control of both reality and time. It is the most powerful artifact in the
Diablo universe. The High Sky and the Burning Underworld The High Heavens From Anu's body, from his spine, came out what is known as the Crystal Arch. And around the Crystal Arch, arose what is known as the High Sky. The Arch gave life to creatures called angels. The manifestations of the purest aspects of Anu, the archangels, formed the Council of Angiris. The Council of Angiris The Council of Angiris governs The High Sky
and all angels. They were composed of five members in power: Imperius, the Aspect of Value Tyrael, the Aspect of Justice Auriel, the Aspect of Hope Malthael, the Aspect of Wisdom Itherael, the Aspect of Destiny The Burning Hells From tathamet's body, were born what are known as the Burning Underworld, in which demons of all forms were born. The seven heads of the Beast became the seven Malis. Early Mali The three
strongest became known as early Mali. Along with the other four, they ruled over all demons, similar to how the Council of Angiride ruled over all angels. Mephisto, the Lord of Hatred Baal, the Lord of Destruction Diablo, the Lord of Terror The Minor Mali Minor Malis are four in number. Although labeled minor, they are still considered by Deckard Cain to be more dangerous to Primes humans. Azmodan, the Lord of Sin Belial, the Lord
of Lies Duriel, the Lord of Pain Andariel, the Maiden of Anguish The Eternal Conflict Similar to how Anu and Tathamet clashed and fought each other, the High Heavens and the Burning Underworld fought continuously in what is known as the Eternal Conflict, an endless war between the armies of good and evil. Both sides want complete control of the Stone of the World, as this artifact gives them the power of creation. Thus, most of
the battles in their never-ending war were in Pandemonium. Ownership of the Stone of the World has passed on both sides, depending on who has the upper hand in their conflict. The Creation of the Sanctuary Inary and Lilith With eternal war, some members of both sides grew tired and tired of the conflict. The leader of this faction in the High Heavens was the angel named Inarius, who became disillusioned by the Eternal and had
seen it as unfair. He found an equal partner in the Burning Underworld, demoness Lilith, daughter of Mephisto, the Lord of Hate. Together Together gathered like-minded followers, from angels and demons on both sides. Inarius and Lilith, with their followers, wanted to create a world in which they could live together and spend eternity in peace. To achieve this, Inarius altered the frequency of the Stone of the World, allowing him to hide
it from the eyes of both heavens and underworld. Then, with Lilith, they created Sanctuary, their paradise where harmony is possible on both sides. The rise of the Nephalem in the sanctuary, angels and demons messed up and produced offspring called nephalems. Similar to the original Anu, being creatures of both good and evil, nephalems were more powerful than angels and demons. The first generations of the nephalem were
called ancient. Over time, they grew in population and spread throughout sanctuary. Some of the notable ancients are: Bul-Kathos, ancestor of the barbarians Vasily, ancestor of the Druids Esu, patron of the sorceress Rathma, patron of the necromancers The first nephalem was so powerful that Inarius and his followers feared that they might affect the balance of eternal conflict and cause chaos in the universe. Also, it will only be a
matter of time before such powerful creatures are discovered by heavens or hells. Most of Inarius' followers favored the destruction of the nephalem. Inarius bought time to decide their fate. Purge Lilith soon discovered the intent of Inarius and his followers towards his offspring. He went on a rampage and massed all the angels and demons of the Sanctuary, with the exception of Inarius. In turn, Inary, still having power over the Stone
of the World, banished Lilith from the Sanctuary. However, he did not continue with his plan to destroy the nephalem. He tuned the Stone of the World in such a way that the nephalem will decrease in power over time. Later, Inario disappeared, hidden in the Sanctuary for millennia. The generations passed, and the nephalem actually became weaker - their powers disappeared, and their lifespan diminished, becoming mere mortals,
without awareness of their history or heritage. Page 7 A class of characters in Diablo II is a manifestation of a player's intent on how they want to play. It could be an armed barbarian capable of crushing demons with his sword and axe, or a canonical glass Sorceress with mystical powers that can annihilate monsters from afar. Diablo II originally began with five character classes. But with the release of the Lord of Destruction
expansion set, two more characters were added, for a total of seven classes in the game. The character classes in Diablo II limit the player to the type of weapons and skill sets he can use, thus creating a unique playthrough based on the decisions made during the journey through the game. Diablo II: The Lord of Destruction character classes let you start your adventure using one of the five of characters: Amazon, Barbarian,
Sorceress, Paladin, Necromancer, Assassin and Druid. Each of these it has its strengths and weaknesses and favors different types of play styles. But what makes them truly unique and different from each other are the skills they acquire and update as they mature and improve in the game. The ability to improve skills is limited, so at the end of the game, a player can create a unique character based on the skills he has invested in.
For example, you can create two heroes from the Sorceress class. Depending on the choices you make on skill assignments, you can produce very different characters by the end of the game. One could be a master of Fire while the other is a Lightning Lord. This feature of Diablo II contributes to its longevity, both in playability and re-playability. Each character class has three skill sets. Even if you exceed a hero's level, the points
earned will still not be enough to fully upgrade all skill sets. So, decision making is important to create a character that you like. By choosing a class of characters in the game, your first decision is to select which class you like to play with. Which class do you choose in will depend on several factors: what kind would you like to play in? Diablo II classes are blocked by gender. That means I wouldn't be able to play games like a barbaric
female or a male sorceress. Amazonia - female barbarity - male sorceress - female necromancer - male paladin - male killer - female druid - male What armor and weapons would you like to use? Several armor and weapons in the game are locked in class. The orbs are limited to Sorceress, while the shrunk heads are limited to the Necromancer. Barbarians can use helmets, while Druids can use skins. What kind of skills would you
like to use? Skill sets are unique to their classes. If you want an elemental hero, you have to use a Sorceress. If you want to play games as a werewolf, you have to use a Druid. If you want to whirlwind in killing demons, you have to use a barbarian. How does your hero fight? Is he a hand-to-hand fighter or a warrior in range? If you want to use swords and axes, you may want to use a barbarian or a paladin. If you like to attack from
afar, you may want to use an Amazon or a Sorceress. What's your ending? Diablo II is a collection game, which means you play to get the best items in the game. Some of the game's most powerful armor and weapons are locked in class. So, if there is a specific armor or weapon that you want to acquire and play, you need to consider which classes can use it. In addition, these powerful objects often lead to unique builds. If you want
to try a specific build, you must select a class. The Amazon The Amazon is the archetypal warrior who uses bows, arrows and spears. With Diablo II, they also added the ability to use magic spells and magic arrows. The most powerful build even uses lightning. She is the representative warrior of the range, dealing damage from afar. Although a missile weapon user is visibly by default, he can also fight at hand-to-hand distance using
the It is the closest class in Diablo II to the Rogue class in Diablo I. Javelin and Spear Skills Passive and Magic Skills Bow and Crossbow Skills The Barbarian The Barbarian is the archetypal male warrior who uses swords, axes and pure brute force. This is the class you choose when you just want to hit the face of a demon without kite or run around, avoiding the monster. It also comes with pure bloodthirst abilities, such as the Vortex
and Leap Attack. Combat skills of war crimes fighting masters The Necromancer The Necromancer is the archetypal class of the summoner. Summon melee skeletons, remote skeletons, bulky golems, and later even demons and monsters from the corpses of enemies. This is a fragile class if you go the way of the summoner. He couldn't do anything on his own. However, his strength lies in his convocation. With them, the
Necromancer is the most relaxed class to play in Diablo II, without much worries about being hit or attacked by enemies. He may not have the fastest kills in the game, but he's the safest to play. It's the commander class, the project manager class and the lazy class. Summon Poison Spells and Bone Abilities Curses Paladin The Paladin is the archetypal sacred knight who uses swords, shields, and auras. It is the class that has access
to the best armor, shields and weapons. Among melee fighters, it is also the most powerful, if you build it well. Unlike the Barbarian, the Paladin uses faith as a shield and sacred auras to stain his enemies. If you want to play a role as a justice agent, this character will give you the strength and goodness of the Light. He is a crusader who believes in all that is good, just and holy. Defensive Auras Offensive Auras Combat Skills The
Sorceress The Sorceress is the archetypal charmer who uses mystical limbs to perform elemental attacks with fire, lightning, or cold. It can summon burning hydra, meteor showers, and throw fireballs, lightning, and ice balls to kill demons. This is a powerful gamma class, the epitome of a glass canon. Because she is designed to be weak for melee attacks and close combat, she has been given teleportation skills, where she can
disappear and move quickly to other locations. It also has abilities to turn mana into health, and to mitigate physical damage, it can freeze hand-to-hand attackers. Coll Spells Lightning Spells Fire Spells The Assassin The Assassin is the silent but deadly archetypal shadow character. He is a martial arts master and uses traps and enchanted objects to execute his enemies. She is an expert in the art of killing, relying on stealth and skill,
instead of brute force or fair combat. Martial Arts Shadow Disciples Traps The Druid The Druid is the archetypal warrior of the earth who uses the power of nature and elements to fight evil. It can turn into a werewolf or in a werewolf bear for maul and destroy his enemies. It can summon mystical companions of animals, such as the wolf, crow or bear to fight. It has control over on and can attack with fire, wind and vegetation. In
summary, the Druid is like a combination of a Sorceress, a Necromancer, and a Barbarian. In addition, it is the only class that can turn into a powerful beast. Elemental Shape Shifting Summoning Page 8 There are many gameplay mechanics in Diablo II that make it unique and contribute to its timelessness. You'd wonder why other games haven't adopted some of these features yet. The amulets of Diablo II are among these unique
features that you won't find anywhere else. For a collectible game, the concept of charm is revolutionary. A pendant is an item in Diablo II that contributes something new to your character as long as it's in your inventory. The concept is very simple, but it has a lot of depth. This new contribution could be all that has relevance to your hero, such as additional health, mana, endurance, elemental and physical defense and offense, energy,
character attributes, and even skill points. Amulets were first introduced into the Lord of Destruction expansion. Along with Rune and Runewords, they elevated the itemization of Diablo II and made it the best loot-based game. Charms Game Mechanics Don't work if placed within the character's stash They don't work when placed inside the Horadric Cube, although the cube is in the Charms inventory it can only be Magic or Unique.
There are no normal, rare, set, or realized logins. The artwork of a charm has nothing to do with its statistics. Access attributes are randomly generated. Access sizes are available in three different sizes: Small Pendant - takes a box in the Great Charm inventory - takes two boxes in the Grand Charm inventory - takes three boxes in the Small Amulet Inventory take a box in the character's inventory. Because they are the smallest,
amulets with good affixes, such as Resistance, Life, Max Damage, Attack Rating, Elemental Damage, and Magic Search, are very popular with players. In addition to the good charm above, the best charm of the whole game is an example of small charm, the Annihilus. Annihilus L'Annihilus is a unique charm with incredible perks for your character. He falls only after defeating Uber Diablo while playing online Battle.net. So it was not
possible to find it in Single Player, LAN or any other game mode that is not in Battle.net. However, with the plugin called Plugy, you can acquire this special charm. +1 to All abilities +10-20 to All Attributes All Resistances +10-20 +5-10% to experience gained You can only have one in your inventory Large Pendants Large Pendants take two boxes in the character's inventory. The second best charm of the game is an example of great
charm, the infernal torr. Torch The Hellfire Torch is a great unique charm that is an excellent inventory item for any character, especially for the finale. Similar to Annihilus, it is only available online via Battle.net. You must complete a final event called the Pandemonium Event for This. It's challenging and tedious to complete the requirements for this special torr, but it's definitely worth it. In addition, you will need an end-of-game
character with good items already existing to defeat all enemies to acquire this loot. This is a guaranteed drop, although the entries for its completion will need some agriculture. 5% chance to strike to launch firestorm abilities level 10 +3 a (random character class) +10-20 to All Attributes All Resistances +10-20 +8 to Light Beam Level 30 Hydra (10 charges) You can only have one in your Grand Charms Grand charms Grand charms
inventory take three boxes in the character's inventory. They are the items most commonly collected in inventory by loot hunters, since the third best type of charm is the Grand Charms, the Skillers. Skills are great amulets that add a point to the skill tree of a character class. These are commonly grown by players and are the most commonly held items in inventory. There's also a unique Grand Charm that can help you with merchants
in the game, the charm called Gheed's Fortune. Gheed's luck is a great charm that increases the rate of gold fall and your magical quest. So, it is very useful for agriculture when using a magical construction. In addition, it reduces the price of items with merchants. Unlike the Annihilus and the Hellshood, this is not a guaranteed drop associated with events or monsters. It falls like random loot in the game, commonly in Hell mode. 80-
160% extra gold from monsters reduces all supplier prices 10-15% 20-40% more chance of getting magic object skills - Grand Charms Affix Fletcher Attribute '1 to Amazon Bow &amp; Acrobat 's +1 Skill Crossbow at Amazon Passive Skills Harpoonist's +1 to Amazon Javelin Skills &amp; Spear Burning +1 to Sorceress's Fire Skills That Trigger +1 to Chilling Sorceress Lightning Abilities +1 to Sorceress Cold Skills Hexagoping +1 to
Necromancer Curses Fungal +1 to Necromancer Poison &amp; Bone Skills Graverobber's +1 to Necromancer Summoning Skills Lion Branded + 1 to the +1 of the Paladin Combat Skills Captain at +1 of the Aure Offensive Paladin Preserver at +1 defensive aura expert paladin at Barbarian Combat Skills Fanatic +1 to Barbarian Fighting Masteries playing +1 to Barbarian Warcries Trainer's +1 to Dru Spiritual Id Summon Skills +1 for
Natural Druid Shapeshifting Abilities +1 to Elemental Abilities druid trapping +1 for assassin traps mentalist +1 at Assassin Shadow Disciplines Shogukusha's +1 to Assassin Martial Arts Page 9 Do you know that you can complete the full game of Diablo II and its expansion without talking or interacting with any NPC characters in the game? However, if you want to complete all the and get all their rewards, you should familiarize
yourself with the characters and interact with them as you travel on your mission to defeat Early Mali. Some of these characters will serve as merchants, while some will be mission promoters and, in the case of Deckard Cain, a wise mentor and a superb identifier of unknown unknowns Characters in Act I: The Eye Without Sight Warriv He is the first person you will meet in the game. It gives a brief background of the story and invites
you to inform him after defeating the final boss of the act. It will then take you to Act II. Charsi Is the blacksmith of the camp. He can buy and sell armor and weapons. It will later give the hero the ability to infuse an item, to convert a white object into a rare item, once his mission is complete. Akara She is the leader and mystic of the camp. He provides guidance to the hero and acts as a mentor before Deckard Cain returns and takes
that role. It will give the hero a free skill point once his first mission is complete. Later, after Deckard Cain is rescued on one of the missions, he gives the hero a rare ring. This is typically an update for most classes. Kashya Is the leader of the Rogues in the camp. He will become a hirelings merchant after his mission is complete. Deckard Cain He is the wise, old mentor of Diablo I. Must be saved first in one of the missions. Next, it will
provide the hero with his free service to identify unknown items. Gheed It is a merchant that provides gambling services. Give him money, and he'il give you a random rare item. Flavie It is an elite rogue that protects the area between Blood Moor and Cold Plains. If you talk to her without completing the game's first mission, Den of Evil, she will advise you not to proceed as the next area has stronger enemies. This is one way game
designers are giving you a tip to familiarize yourself with mechanics before completing the tutorial mission. Characters from Act II: The Secret of the Vizjerei Warriv Although you can already teleport to Act I camp through the portals, Warriv is still there in case you'd like to visit the West through his caravan. Lysander A new character, an alchemist who sells keys, potions, and other consumer items. He doesn't trust your character at
first until he helps Atma in his quest. Pharaoy's The Healer of the City. It can repair your items and also provides free care. Sells armor, melee and ranged weapons. Deckard Cain follows you and provides guidance and tradition to your current missions. Keep identifying objects for free. Atma The owner of the tavern. He will beg you to avenge the murdered husband and son. After helping you search, the prices of items offered by
merchants will drop. Geglash A man you will meet in atma's tavern. He is the drunken city officer and will provide gossip about other characters. Drognan The Sorcerer of the City. It sells slats, sceptres, wands, tomes and health potions. There will be a mission later where Drognan will provide you with more information to proceed. Greiz The Hirelings merchant. He is tasked with guarding the city and offers mercenary services. Elzix An
Old Adventurer was a bandit. It sells armor and weapons melee and remotely. It also provides gambling service. gambling. The first person you will meet in Act II. It welcomes you to the city but doesn't give much information. Later in the game, it will open and allow you to enter the palace. Kaelan The palace guard who prevents you from entering. Later in the game, it will get you in. Meshif He is the equivalent of Warriv in Act I. He
owns the ship that will transport you to Act III. Tyrael You will meet Tyrael locked up in Tal Rasha's grave, where he will thank you for freeing him and give you advice on how to chase three Prime Evils. Characters from Act III: The Meshif Infernal Gate He is the captain of the ship that takes you back and forth between the cities of Act II and Act III. He will be involved later in one of the missions related to a figurine. Deckard Cain
Continues to provide guidance and offer you its free services to identify unknown items. Ormus He is the healer of the city who refers to himself in the third person. Later in the act, he will reward you with a rare ring, after his mission is completed. Alkor He is a lone merchant who lives in a small hut. It provides gambling services and sells potions. Reward the hero twice after his missions are completed. Hratli The City Blacksmith. It
sells armor and weapons melee and remotely. He later gives the hero a mission to search for a small magic dagger. Asheara The leader of the Iron Wolves and the Hirelings merchant. It will provide lower prices once the Gidbin has been placed in the city. Natalya A mysterious woman who gives information to the hero. It's an anticipation of the Assassin class of the expansion set. Characters from Act IV: The Harrowing Deckard Cain
Also on the edge of Hell, Cain follows you and provides free guidance and identification of unknown objects. Tyrael The Archangel who helped humanity fight the First Malis. He's going to give you a search later to find his rogue lieutenant. Jamella The healer of the base. It also provides gambling service and sells armor, weapons, scrolls and potions. Halbu The base blacksmith. Repair items and sell armor and weapons. Izual Izual is
an angel and was a lieutenant of Tyrael. However, he was captured by demons during an attack on the Infernal Forge. His spirit was tied to a monster and he has since roamed the Plains of Despair. Hadriel Hadriel is an angel on the trail just before the Sanctuary of Chaos. Similar to Flavie, it will give you advice on the difficulty of the next area, depending on whether you did the previous mission or not. Characters from Act V: Lord of
Destruction Nihlathak Plays a crucial role in the plot of Act V. Without him, the story will not progress. As part of the story, he disappears as a mid-act merchant and becomes a miniboss that the hero must defeat. Before that, he plays the role of providing the hero with the gambling service. Anya Lei will replace Nihlathak as once the hero saves her on one of the missions. Deckard Cain Is Is with you to provide advice and identify
articles. Qual-kehk He is the head of the city. It will reward the hero with runes after his mission is completed. It also provides service for Hirelings. Larzuk He is the blacksmith of the city. It can repair and sell armor and weapons. It will give the hero the chance to take an item after his mission is complete. Malah She is the healer of the city and a merchant for healing items. It will give the hero a scroll that permanently increases total
resistance once his mission is complete. The locations of Page 10 in Diablo II are among the most memorable in video games. Most of us have memories of the path to Baal and his throne room, the entrance to the temple where Pindleskin houses, the center of the Shrine of Chaos where Diablo appears, and more. We all know that The Pit is the best place to find white and habitable items and that the Forgotten Tower is the best
hunting ground for good runes. These places are memorable because they are agricultural places and Diablo II, being the best loot-based game, has many. Diablo II uses area concepts and area levels for its locations. Area concept Most areas of Diablo II are randomly generated. For example, if you change the game mode, such as Inferno to Nightmare, and revisit an area, it will have a different layout. So, some players who would
like to cultivate an area, such as the Forgotten Tower, will continue to reload the layout until you get the best one that takes the least distance to reach the Countess. However, many of the famous agricultural resorts are fixed. Some good examples are the Sanctuary of Chaos, the floor of Andariel, the floor of Baals, the floor of Mephisto and more. Some areas have waypoints and others don't. These areas without waypoints can
typically be found within another area. For example, the Ancient Tunnels are located in Lost City. There are some areas though that are located in another area, although both don't have waypoints. For example, The Pit can be found in Tamoe Highland, an area that does not even have a waypoint. They are generally harder for agriculture to reach unless there is a different route to access it. The Pit can be reached from the Outer
Cloister, which has a waypoint. Concept of surface levels The main reason why some areas are good agricultural locations has to do with the concept of area level. An area layer is a hidden attribute linked to a location in Diablo II that determines various things like object drops: their type and quality. For example, if you're looking for a Great Skiller Charm, you need to know that they can only be found from the Great Marsh area, in
Nightmare mode, and onwards. You won't be able to find this loot anywhere else. How it works: - A Great Skiller Charm is an item with an ilvl of 50+- Can fall from monsters with mlvl of 50+- This monster can only appear in one location with an area level of 50+ In summary: the level of the object is determined by the area level. Area level and area area Mechanical area level mechanics only work in Nightmare and Hell, and not in the
Normal Monster level it is identical to the area level unless the monster is a Boss monster All non-boss monsters in the same area have the same level boss monsters will always have their monster level, regardless of the area Act Bosses Andariel Duriel Mephisto Diablo Baal Uber Diablo Uber Izual Uber Duriel Lilith Uber Baal Pandemonium Diablo Uber Mephisto Super Unique Bosses Blood Raven Griswold Radament The Summoner
Izual Nihlathak Special Chests and their treasures also have the same level as their area. Higher area levels mean better items from chests. Areas in Act I: The Eyeless Rogue Camp (with Waypoint) Blood Moor Cold Plains (With Waypoint) Burial Grounds Stony Field Underground Passage Dark Wood (With Waypoint) Black Marsh (With Waypoint) Tamoe Highland Monastery Outer Gate Cloister (With Waypoint) Barracks Jail (With
Waypoint) Inner cloister (with Waypoint) Cathedral catacombs (with Waypoint) Area levels in Act I: The Sightless Eye Area Hell Nightmare Normal Blood Moor 67 36 1 Den of Evil 79 36 1 Cold Plains 68 36 2 The Level cave 1 77 36 2 The cave level 2 78 37 2 burial sites 80 36 3 The crypt 83 37 3 The Mausoleum 85 37 3 Stony field 68 37 4 Tristram 76 39 26 Underground passage Level 1 69 37 4 Underground passage level 2 83 38 4
Dark wood 68 38 5 Black Swamp 69 38 6 Cellar Tower Level 1 75 38 7 Cellar Tower Level 2 76 39 7 Tower Cellar Level 3 77 40 7 Torre Cantina Level 4 78 41 7 Torre Cantina Level 5 79 42 7 The Hole Level 1 80 38 5 The Hole Level 2 81 39 5 Tamoe Highland 69 39 8 Pit Level 1 85 0 39 7 Pit Level 2 85 40 7 Monastery Gate 70 40 8 Outer Cloister 70 40 9 Barracks 70 40 9 Jail Level 1 71 41 10 Jail Level 2 71 41 10 Jail Level 3 71 41 10
Inner Cloister 72 41 10 Cathedral 72 42 11 Catacombs Level 1 72 42 11 Catacombs Level 2 73 42 11 Catacombs Level 3 73 43 12 Catacombs Level 4 73 4 3 12 Secret Cow Level 81 64 28 Areas in Act II: The Secret of the Vizjerei Lut Gholein (With Waypoint) Rocky Waste Stony Tomb Dry Hills (With Waypoint) Halls of the Dead (With Waypoint) Far Oasis (With Waypoint) Lost City (With Waypoint) Valley of Snakes Palace Harem
Palace Cellar (With Waypoint) Arcane Sanctuary (With Waypoint) Canyon of the Magi (With Waypoint) Tal Rasha's Tomb Area Levels in Act II: The Secret of the Vizjerei Area Hell Nightmare Normal Sewers Level 1 74 43 13 Sewers Level 2 74 43 13 Sewers Level 3 75 44 14 Rocky Waste 75 43 14 Stony Grave Level 1 78 44 12 Stony Grave Level 2 79 44 12 Dry Hills 76 44 15 Dead Level Halls 1 79 44 12 Dead Level Rooms 2 81 45 13



Dead Level Rooms 3 82 45 13 Far Oasis 76 45 16 Maggot Lair Level 1 84 45 17 Maggot Lair Level 2 84 45 17 Maggot Lair Level 3 85 46 17 Lost City 77 46 17 Ancient Tunnels 85 46 17 Snake Valley 77 46 Claws Viper Temple Level 1 82 47 14 Claw Viper Temple Level 2 83 47 14 Level Harem 2 78 47 13 Palazzo Cantina Level 1 78 47 13 Palazzo Cantina Level 2 78 47 47 Palace Cellar Livello 3 78 48 13 Santuario Arcano 79 48 14
Canyon dei Magi 79 48 16 Tomba di Tal Rasha 80 49 17 Camera di Tal Rasha 80 49 17 Aree nell'Atto III: The Infernal Gate Kurast Docks (With Waypoint) Spider Forest (With Waypoint) Arachnid Lair Spider Cavern Great Marsh (With Waypoint) Flayer Jungle (With Waypoint) Swampy Pit Flayer Dungeon Lower Kurast (With Waypoint) Kurast Bazaar (With Waypoint) Disused Fane Ruined Temple Sewers Upper Kurast (With Waypoint)
Forgotten Temple Forgotten Reliquary Kurast Causeway Reliquiry In disuso Rovina Fane Travincal (With Waypoint) Durance of Hate (With Waypoint) Area Levels in Atto III: The Infernal Gate Area Hell Nightmare Normal Great Marsh 80 50 21 Arachnid Lair 79 50 21 Spider Cavern 79 50 21 Flayer Jungle 80 50 22 Swampy Pit Livello 1 80 51 21 Swampy Pit Livello 2 81 51 21 Swampy Pit Livello 3 82 51 21 Flayer Dungeon Livello 1 81
51 22 Flayer Dungeon Level 2 82 51 22 Flayer Dungeon Level 3 83 51 22 Lower Kurast 80 52 22 Kurast Bazaar 81 52 22 Fane in disuso 84 53 23 Tempio in rovina 84 53 23 Fogne Livello 1 84 52 23 Fogne Livello 2 85 53 24 Kurast superiore 81 52 23 Tempio dimenticato 85 54 24 Reliquiario dimenticato 84 53 23 Kurast Causeway 81 53 24 Reliquiario in disuso 85 54 24 Fane rovinato 85 54 24 Travincal 82 54 24 Duranza dell'Odio
Livello 1 83 55 25 Durance of Hate Livello 2 83 55 25 Durance of Hate Livello 3 83 55 25 Aree nell'Atto IV: La Straziante Fortezza pandemonio (con Waypoint) Steppe Esterne Pianure della Disperazione Città dei Dannati River of Flames (With Waypoint) Chaos Sanctuary Area Levels in Act IV: The Harrowing Area Hell Nightmare Normal Outer Steppes 82 56 26 Plains of Despair 83 56 26 City of the Damned 84 57 27 River of Flame 85
57 27 Chaos Sanctuary 85 58 28 Areas in Act V: Lord of Destruction Harrogath (With Waypoint) Bloody Foothills Frigid Highlands (With Waypoint) Arreat Plateau (With Waypoint) Crystalline Passage (With Waypoint) Nihlath Temple Halls of Anguish Halls of Pain (With Waypoint) Halls of Vaught Glacial Trail (With Waypoint) Frozen Tundra (With Waypoint) The Ancients' Way (With Waypoint) Arreat Summit Worldstone Keep (With
Waypoint) Throne of Destruction Worldstone Chamber Area Levels in Act V : Lord of Destruction Area Hell Nightmare Normal Bloody Foothills 80 58 24 Frigid Highlands 81 59 25 Abaddon 81 60 39 Arreat Plateau 81 60 26 Pit of Acheron 82 61 39 Crystalline Passage 82 61 29 Frozen River 83 61 29 Tempio di Nihlathak 83 63 32 Sale dell'Angoscia 83 63 33 Sale del Dolore 84 64 34 Sale di Vaught 84 64 36 Sentiero Glaciale 83 61 29
Drifter Cavern 84 61 29 Tundra congelata 81 60 27 Pozzo Infernale 83 62 39 The Ancients' Way 82 62 29 Cantina ghiacciata 83 62 29 Arreat Summit 87 68 37 The Worldstone Keep Level 1 85 65 39 The Worldstone Keep Level 2 85 65 40 The Worldstone Keep Level 3 85 66 42 Throne of Destruction 85 66 43 Worldstone Chamber 85 66 43 Page 11 Weapons sono tra i bottini più preziosi in un gioco di raccolta come Diablo II. Poiché le
are directly related to the fantasy of becoming a powerful powerful character, knowing their mechanics is a must for a burning weapon hunter. Similar to armor, weapons open up the ability to create unique, powerful, and fun builds in Diablo II. At a minimum, a good weapon should help you complete the various modes of the game, from Normal, Nightmare and Hell. When you reach the finale, searching for the best weapons will give
you hundreds of hours more game time. Types of weapons There are thirteen types of weapons that you can find in Diablo II. Some of these weapons are best used when combined with the correct class for which they were designed. For example, arches are typically better used by the Amazon class, while sticks are best matched for the Maga class. Axes Balestre Daggers Giavelins Maces Polearms Scepter Spears Staves Swords
Throwing Wands Class-specific Armor Some weapons can only be used by specific character classes. Amazon Weapons Assassin Katars Sorceress Spheres Grouping weapon types It is important to understand and distinguish between weapon quality level and level level. It is easier to explain this by example than by concept. Level level Consider a specific weapon: an auction. The levels of an auction, and any other weapon, will
always be three: Normal - Bardiche, Voulge, Sickle and more Still Outstanding - Bill, Partizan, Grim Scythe and other Elites - Tresher, Cryptic Axe, Giant Tresher and other level refers to the grouping of weapons belonging to the same type of weapon, and is always in three - Normal, Exceptional, Elite. Quality level In the previous example, we used the weapon type rod. We continue with the quality level using a specific type of
polearm, for example a Voulge. The quality levels of a Voulge, and any other weapon, will be as follows: Low Quality - Random Name Normal - Random Name Superior - Random Name Magic - Random Name Rare - Random Name Set - None Unique - Steelgoad Crafted - Random Name Runewords - Intuition, Infinity and More Quality refers to the rarity of a weapon and is independent of its level. Weapons quality levels in the game
are ranked based on their rarity and how they are earned. Low-quality low-quality weapons have a prefix that says: Low-quality cracked crude damaged If you find such a weapon, then it is better not to use it. Such a weapon has: Less output damage About 75% of normal damage only Less duration About 33% less than normal duration So if you're thinking of using it as a creation material for runewords, don't proceed. Low-quality
weapons cannot be etherea and cannot fall with sockets by default. Of course, you can add sockets manually. But as shared above, it will be a waste. Normal This is the default state of a weapon, as it is neither low-quality nor Higher quality weapons have a prefix that says Superior. These items have improved damage and durability. Duration - +10% to +15% improved duration damage - damage improvements from +5% to +15%
improved damage (or +1 to Damage) +1 to +3 to attack higher weapons can be generated as etherea. In addition, they can also have sockets, if the type of weapon supports the sockets. In other words, these are the best candidates as basic weapons for runewords. Magic Magic quality weapons are always shown in blue text. In addition to their standard attributes, they get bonus properties that make them better than regular items.
These additional properties appear on item details such as prefixes and suffixes. For example: Prefix - Vicious - Enhanced Damage Suffix 31-40% - Flame - Adds 1 to (2-5) Rare Weapon Fire damage of rare quality are always shown in yellow text. They are similar to Magic items, but have multiple bonus properties. These are often updates for your character when they fall. Often you can get them from killing bosses. Set Set quality
weapons are always displayed in green text. In addition to their bonus attributes, they have synergy with other items belonging to the same set. The number of bonus properties increases the number of items you wear from the same set. And finally, if you wear all the items in the set, there's a big bonus plus a magical reward, like a change in your character's appearance. Unique unique weapons are the best items in the game,
excluding some runewords, of course. That's why diablo II's loot hunt is exciting. You typically need to cultivate ACT bosses to get these really rare items. Craft weapons are those created using the Horadric Cube using the various cube recipes. However, these are not the same rune words. You can complete the game without using handcrafted weapons, as they are not really useful in Nightmare or Hell mode. Runewords The best and
most powerful weapons in the game belong to this group. Runeword weapons are god-level, as they improve your character to a point not possible before. They are very similar to unique weapons, except that you have some control in their creation - giving you the choice: the base weapon - whether it is normal, exceptional or elite, and what kind of weapon the quality of the weapon - whether it is superior or not additional attributes -
whether it is etherea or not gives you that satisfaction in investing more, if you want , in the creation of your best weapon. Weapon life Duration is a property of a weapon that reflects how strong it is. It is a quantity that is reduced in value when a character performs physical attacks. When it reaches 0, the weapon becomes unusable. This broken weapon must be repaired in any of the city's blacksmiths. Missile attacks or spells do not
reduce the life of the weapon Until you physically attack with your weapon, they will never lose duration For example - sphere, stick or wand - just use them for spells When your rental equips a weapon, it does not decrease the Ethereal objects have a lifetime of (max/2) + 1 The Zod rune makes an object indestructible by removing the duration counter. Ethereus Ethereus Ethereal weapons were added to Diablo II during the Lord of
Destruction expansion. These gameplay mechanics follow: Etherea weapons could not be repaired, and come with a reduced duration Increase the damage of a weapon by 50% Decrease the requirement of strength and dexterity of 10 They always come with full duration, even if it is half the normal Lose the duration slower than normal items Those with charges could not be generated with full charges , and must be recharged
through the Horadric Cube. They have a dark gray name, similar to objects in orbit They appear translucent when placed in the inventory and when equipped There are two reasons why Etherea weapons are valuable to players: when equipped on your rental, the weapon does not lose duration When a Zod rune is applied to the weapon, it becomes indestructible weapons taken generation by generation by default. Normally you would
put the sockets on an object using the following two methods: Larzuk mission reward - it will put a grip on your weapon, but once it uses only the recipe of the horadric cube - weapon + perfect amethyst + rune ral + rune Amn Finding a weapon taken is the third method. They always appear with gray text, similar to ethereal elements. Weapon Speed The speed of the weapon is a property that determines how quickly a weapon can
perform a physical attack. This is different from the launch speed, however, in that it determines how quickly a weapon can cast a spell. The speed is relative to other weapons of the same type. You can only compare weapons of the same type 0 is the base speed The higher the speed number of the weapon, the slower the weapon. The lower the speed number of the weapon, the faster the weapon. Page 12 The real stars of Diablo
games are monsters, more than loot, or heroes, or characters you encounter in your adventure. You play because of these enemies. Collect loot to fight these monsters, and without them, there is no tension or challenge in the game. The value of your item collection is proportional only to the power of the creatures you will kill. Diablo II has a wide variety of monsters, compared to other action and adventure games, such as Zelda or
Dark Souls or Monster Hunter. Diablo II enemy categorization has an interesting categorization of monsters, which you will rarely find in other games. This categorization is based on simplicity; however, it has depth, making it one of the strongest features of the game. Increase the variety of enemies, while maintaining the player's familiarity and, at the same time, keeping development costs low for designers. For example, in the game
Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, designers decided to reuse the same monsters, but change color as the hero gets stronger. Changing the color of monsters means their growth in health and attack power. However, it is Here. There is no change in monster behavior - no change in animation, no change attacks, no change in the way they interact with the hero. Diablo II is not like that. He can use the same monster but vary his
behavior, not just his health pool and attack power. For example, a monster could gain resistance, or immunity, or a new offensive ability against the hero. This makes Diablo II enemies more exciting than most adventure and action role-playing games out there. It was really designed for long hours of gameplay. In addition, Diablo uses the concept of named monsters. You rarely see it in other games. For example, in both Zelda and
Monster Hunter, all monsters of the same type are the same. Not to Diablo II. Some monsters have names, which makes them unique and memorable. Diablo II has also created two categories for such monsters, called Unique Monsters and Super Unique Monsters. Categories of Diablo Monsters II Standard Monsters These are the basic monsters of Diablo II. Even at this level, monsters have a great variety - every standard monster
in Diablo II has a variant. To make it simple, consider these two terms of Biology: Species and Race. A dog is a species other than a wolf or monkey. However, a Pitbull is a breed and belongs to the same species of dog as that of a Dalmatian breed. Similarly, standard Monsters of Diablo II have varieties. Instead of the words species and breed, Diablo II uses the words class and variant. For example, the Zombie monster class has
the following variants. Class: ZombieVariants: Zombie, Hungry Dead, Ghoul, Drowned Carcass, Plague Bearer And so on. And we're just at the basic level, the standard monsters. No other game has this kind of depth when it comes to monster classification. A similar franchise that comes a little closer is Monster Hunter, but even that game doesn't live up to the simplicity and depth of the variety and mechanics of monsters in Diablo II.
Champion champion monsters are stronger versions of standard monsters. How do you know if you're facing a standard champion or monster? Swatches appear with blue color names. Each of these names will be randomly generated and give monsters different bonuses, depending on the resulting name. Champions have a better chance of giving loot better than standard monsters. The Sample category is further subdivided into five
subcategories. During the release of Diablo II, there were no subcategories, just simple samples. All five of the following sample subcategories have an increase in monster level, experience, and success points. Champions - the original version of the champion monsters. They are faster, stronger and bulky. Spectral - these monsters appear transparent. They have high physical endurance but very slow. Fanatic: These monsters move
and attack much faster. They are also less damaged by non-melee characters. Berserker - these monsters have a huge increase in power and attack score, plus they're much bulky. Possessed - these monsters have a huge amount of health. They are also immune immune Unique Monsters Unique Monsters are even stronger than champion monsters. How do you know if you're facing a unique monster? A unique monster will always
have a golden color name. They are called unique because there is only a single instance of them in the current game. However, this name will be random, and the place where you will meet the monster will also be random. Unique monsters are stronger than champions because they always spawn with additional abilities. Each time a unique monster is generated, random bonus abilities are added. In addition, unique monsters always
appear with a small pack of standard monsters called minions. Like Champions, they also give more loot to the player. Super unique monsters we shared above that unique monsters are generated in random locations in the game. What happens if we have a unique monster that is always generated in a fixed position? Then you will have what is called Super Unique Monster. Not only do they have a well-known place in the game, but
their names are also fixed and, therefore, their attributes and bonus abilities. Super Unique Monsters is the strongest category of monsters in the game. They include the most popular enemies in Diablo II, such as act bosses and minibosses missions. Super Unique Monsters can be further divided into subcategories, depending on when you encounter them in your gameplay. Minibosses - these are unique monsters that you could
typically miss unless you explore every hidden area in your gameplay. They are not required to advance history or complete a mission. They are right there in their fixed position, waiting for the hero to give them a visit. For example, Eldritch the Rectitiser is a Super Unique monster that is located near the first waypoint of Act V. You may miss it depending on the path you take in the game. Mission Boss: These are mandatory unique
monsters that you need to kill to complete a mission. They couldn't miss it if you're completing all the missions. For example, Blood Raven is the first Super Unique in the game to be defeated to complete the Sisters' Burial Grounds mission. Act boss: These are the last boss monsters you face at the end of an act. Not only are they unmissable, but you also couldn't progress through the game without defeating them. For example,
Andariel is the first leader of the act you have to kill to reach Act II. Super Bosses: These are the strongest versions of super unique bosses in the game. They are designed to be a challenge for the most ardent players in Diablo II and are only available online. Page 13 There are a total of 27 missions in Diablo II, distributed almost equally among the five acts of the game. Five of these missions involve defeating final act bosses, and
five of them are required to complete the game. Although there are 17 optional missions, we strongly recommend completing them and they give you rewards that you won't find anywhere else. These awards include the permanent permanent total resistance increase, free skill points, and even attribute points that you can allocate freely. Missions in Act I: The Sightless Eye Den of Evil In this mission, Akara informs you of an imminent
demonic attack on the camp where you currently find themselves. To protect everyone, he asks you to free a cave, the Lair of Evil, from all the monsters and demons there. The cave is only a single floor, but you have to make sure every monster there is killed. There will be a counter to help you track down the remaining creatures. Once the cave is cleared, Akara will give you a reward of a free skill point and a free skill/statistics reset
of the character. Sisters' Burial Grounds In this mission, Kashya informs you that demoness Andariel has corrupted most of the sister enemies. And one of them is their best member, Blood Raven. Kashya asks you to defeat Blood Raven and end her suffering. You'll find Blood Raven in the Burial Grounds, surrounded by zombies, which you can re-summon. It's one of the best miniboss fights in the whole game, and at this stage of
your character, it's pretty challenging. Once blood raven is defeated, Kashya will open her hirelings services and allow you to hire a mercenary from a distance. The search for Cain Akara will give you this mission once you defeat Blood Raven. On this mission, he asks you to find and save your true mentor, your guiding light, Deckard Cain. It won't be an easy mission, though, as you must first find the portal that will take you to its
location. First you should find a series of mystical stones called Cairn Stones. This location will open the portal that you can use to visit Cain. However, these stones are currently dormant. You have to touch the stones in the correct order, and the only way to do that is to find the Inifuss Scroll, which descends from the Infused Tree. Once Cain is rescued, Akara will give you a rare ring. The Forgotten Tower As you explore the Stony
Field location, you may discover a book called Moldy Tome. By clicking on this book, the search for the Forgotten Tower will begin. In this quest, you are informed that once lived a terrible Countess who lived in a now ruined castle. Although this is an optional mission, it is one of the best in the game, as it has the best guaranteed rewards in the form of runes. To complete the mission, you must visit the ruined castle and defeat the
Countess in the last level. Whether you're in Normal, Nightmare, or Hell, this quest is a must for agricultural runes. Tools of the Craft In this mission, Charsi informs you that during the invasion of Andariel, he lost his special blacksmith tool, the Horadric Malus, and asks you to get it here in the Rogue Monastery. You should reach the location of Tamoe Highland to enter the monastery. Once there, you have to defeat a that protects the
hammer. His name is The Smith, a strong monster that attacks quickly and has a movement similar to The Butcher of Diablo I. I. you have returned the Malus, Charsi will allow you to infuse an object once, where it will convert a normal object into rare. Sisters to the Massacre On this mission, Deckard Cain advises you that it's finally time to search for and destroy Andariel, the final boss of the act. If you've followed previous missions,
you're already in a position to go through rogue monster plans to find Andariel. Andariel is a tough boss, and you may need to stock up on antidotes and potions to heal and heal his poisonous attacks. After completing this mission, there are no special rewards, however, other than being able to advance the game and continue to act II. Missions in Act II: The Secret of the Radament Vizjerei Lair On this mission, Atma informs you that a
terrible monster named Radament has killed her husband and son, and asks you to help her get revenge. You will find Radament crossing several floors of the sewers. There Radament will convene a vast army of monsters and continue to resurrect them until you kill him. In its lair, you'll find two chests, one of which will reward you with a free skill point. Once the mission is complete, the prices of items sold by traders in Act II will also
be reduced. Staff Horadric In this quest, Deckard Cain asks you to acquire the Horadric Staff, so you can later access Tal Rasha's Tomb. This goal actually consists of multiple sub-seizures: Find the Horadric Cube in the Halls of the Dead - you need it to combine the tree and amulet to produce the Staff of kings in the worm's den - one of the two parts above Find the Viper's amulet - one of two pieces upstairs Once you've completed
the subquests, you've got what you need to get into the final boss's room of the act. The Contaminated Sun When collecting Horadric Staff parts, it will enter a place called the Lost City, which will initiate an eclipse that will temporarily make the game in night mode. The eclipse triggers this mission and informs you to talk to Drognan, who will give you the background and advice on how to proceed. This mission is actually a liaison
mission to reach the next part of the staff, which can be found in the Temple of the Viper Claw. Once you've acquired the second part there, the Viper Amulet, the eclipse will disappear, this mission will be marked as complete, and you'll have the last piece of the staff. The Arcane Sanctuary In this mission, Drognan informs you that to find the location of Tal Rasha's tomb, you must first look for the Arcane Sanctuary, as it will provide
you with the clues you need. He will instruct you to meet Jerhyn, who will open the palace and have you kill demons through his plans until you find the portal leading to the Arcane Sanctuary. The Summoner Similar to the Mission The Contaminated Sun, this is a mission connection in your search for Tal Rasha's Tomb. You're almost there in your search for the grave. You just have to the Summoner. This enemy is weak but has strong
spells, a classic glass canon. Defeat it and unlock the portal to the Canyon of the Magi. The Seven Tombs This is the last mission of the act, where you can finally enter Tal Rasha's Tomb. Once you reach the Canyon of the Magi, there will be seven dungeons there, but you will only need them for the actual tomb. Use the information in the mission to find the shape you need to select the dungeon you need to enter. Once you reach the
floor of the tomb where there is an orifice, put the staff there and an opening will be shown. Here you can fight Duriel, the boss of the final act. Missions in Act III: The Infernal Gate The Golden Bird This mission is initiated after defeating the first random single monster in Act III. The loot will include a jade figurine, which you need to bring to Meshif. He's going to trade him for another figure, the Golden Bird. Take this to Alkor, and it will
reward you with 20 permanent points to Life. Blade of Ancient Religion In this quest, Hralti informs you that he needs a magic dagger called Gidbinn. This blade is necessary to protect the city from monsters outside. Once you give the Gidbinn to Ormus, it will reward you with a rare ring. Khalim's will This is the equivalent of the Horadric Staff mission of Act II. Instead of a one-goal mission, it consists of sub-these that you need to
complete. In this mission, Deckard Cain asks you to: Find Kahlim's eye - located in a gold chest in Spider Cavern Find the heart of Kahlim - located in a golden chest in the sewers of Kuras Find Kahlim's brain - located in a gold chest in Flayer Dungeon Find Kahlim's Flail - fallen like loot after defeating Ismail Vilehand After collecting the ingredients above , use the Horadric Cube to translate them into Khalim's powerful Will weapon. To
complete the mission, use the weapon to destroy the Addictive Sphere in Travincal. Lam Esen's Tome On this mission, Alkor informs you that he is looking for a book called Lam Esen's Tome, and asks you to find it for him. Although this is an optional mission, don't skip it as the reward is permanent by five statistical points of your choice. You can find the book in a temple called ruined Temple in Kurast Bazaar. The Blackend Temple In
this mission, Ormus informs you that it's time to defeat the High Council so you can enter the Temple where Mephisto is hiding. It is linked to the previous search, since killing the council is the only way to acquire Kahlim's Flail. There is no direct reward for this mission, but you will notice that Kurast fanatics will be less aggressive and begin to flee from you. The Guardian on this mission, Ormus informs you that it's time to face and
defeat Mephisto before his brothers have a chance to join him. There will be some inside the dungeon with him, but you just have to kill them before facing the final boss. After defeating Mephisto, he will abandon his SoulStone, which you will need for a mission in the next act. Act. in Act IV: The Harrowing Angel Who Fell In this quest, Tyrael tells you the story of his former lieutenant, Izual, who now has the form of a demon in the
service of the Burning Underworld. He asks you to free him from his suffering. This is the equivalent of act I's Sister's Burial Grounds mission. After completing the task of defeating Izual, Tyrael will reward you with two free skill points. The Hellforge This mission is activated after approaching a position in the River of Flames called Hellforge. If you remember, after defeating Mephisto, he dropped his Soulstone. To complete this mission,
you must first defeat the demon named Hephasto the Armory, which is like a stronger version of The Smith. It will drop the Hellforge Hammer weapon, which you can use to break Mephisto's SoulStone into the Infernal Forge. Even if this is an optional mission, you don't have to miss it. It will reward you with good gems and guaranteed runes. End of Terror In this mission, Tyrael informs you that it's time to confront and defeat the Lord
of Terror, Diablo. Of all the bosses in the game up to this point, Diablo has the longest preparation because you have to defeat all of his minions before he shows up. There's only one other boss calling for mandatory removal of minibosses, Baal. After defeating Diablo, you won't have guaranteed rewards, except the ability to move on to the next act. Missions in Act V: The Lord of Destruction siege on Harrogath On this mission, Larzuk
informs you that the city is currently under attack from an army of demons. He asks you to kill their general, Shenk the Superintendent. At the end of the mission, Larzuk will offer his service to add sockets to an item of your choice. Save on Mount Arreat On this mission, Qual-Kehk informs you that the army of demons has captured some of his men, and asks you to help you free them. Even if this mission is optional, don't miss it.
Similar to The Hellforge mission, this will reward you with guaranteed runes. Plus, you'll have access to new Qual-Kehk mercenaries. Ice Prison In this quest, Malah informs you of the disappearance of Anya, one of the city's merchants. He asks you to look for her and save her. This is an optional mission, but the rewards are among the best. Malah will grant you +10 total resistance points and Anya will give you a rare item that fits the
class you choose. Harrogath's betrayal In this quest, Anya informs you of what really happened, how Nihlathak betrayed them all, and made a deal with Baal. He asks you to defeat Nihlatak and bring back the stolen Relic of the Ancients. Once this optional mission is completed, Anya will reward you by signing up your name on a piece of equipment. Rite of Passage In this mission, Qual-Kehk informs you that to reach Baal on Mount
Arreat, you must through the guardians of the summit, the Ancients. You have to defeat them in combat to proceed. This is one of the best missions in the game, as you will not fight demons, but instead barbarian warriors. It's like pvp, with every watchman ing that has its own construction. It will be difficult for intermission characters, especially in Inferno mode, but it's worth it - a level of experience. Eve of Destruction This is the final
mission of the game. In this quest, the Ancients inform you that Baal has already entered the Chamber of Worldstone and will corrupt him if he is not stopped. They ask you to face Baal and defeat him once and for all! Once this mission is complete, it will allow you to play higher difficulty again and get a new title. Page 14 A rental, or often called a mercenary, in Diablo II is a warrior who will accompany you as you travel through the
game. You won't be able to control them directly like your character, but they will help kill demons. They can also drastically improve your character's power and defense if built correctly. You can only hire one rental at a time. There are different types of rentals, depending on the act you hired them. If you complete most missions per act, you will naturally unlock the conditions for hiring mercenaries during the game. Lord of Destruction
Expansion - Rental improvements with the Lord of Destruction expansion, the following changes have improved rentals: The rental can follow you during the game. You can equip your rental with armor and magical weapons or sockets. You can heal rentals by dropping a health potion on their icon. You can also use the keyboard shortcut: Shift+Potion key. You can resurrect your rental at a price. This price increases as rental levels
increase. Take names - I choose you! Rental names are randomly generated from a fixed source of names. And like your character, the rental wouldn't have an editable name. It is permanent once set. Why should you worry about the name of your rental? In fact, a mercenary's name doesn't make him any different from other mercenaries in terms of stats or abilities. However, you will be with this mercenary for the rest of the game and
the real challenge in hiring is getting the best name you like. Then look at the possible mercenary names by act below and try to get what you like when you lay down. This is like soft-resetting in Pokemon, to get the gender or nature you want. Rentals - Game mechanic rentals can level up to 98, but don't level higher than your character. If your hireling is higher level when you hire it, it will stop leveling until your character reaches its
level. Rentals are also influenced by Holy Bolt and Prayer Aura. Rentals can be poisoned. If he's still poisoned when you get back to town, he can still die unless he's cured. The maximum price for the resurrection of a is 50,000. Resurrections can be performed by: items that equip your rental do not need repair. So, it's a good idea to give him ethereal objects. Rentals also have resistance. When they level up, their resistances also
increase. Resistances. also get endurance penalties in Nightmare and Hell. Rentals do not lose experience when they die. Rentals use life steal, but do not mana leach, as they have unlimited mana. Rentals also benefit from bonuses for items. Each member of the group can bring their own rental in a multiplayer game. Rentals heal completely when they level up. Rentals have no experience from killings made by party members, but
they do so from your servants. If you replace a rental, you will lose any equipment it is using. So, it is wise first to remove his articles before hiring a new one. If your character dies, your rental also dies. Rentals automatically regenerate their health over time. Boss damage depends on the mode you're playing: 50% in Normal 35% in Nightmare 25% in Hell's Rentals takes ten times more damage from Act bosses. Your character gains
experience when a rental kills a monster. Your character doesn't get less experience using a rental. You can't fire a rental. Act I Hirelings: Rogue Scouts You can get Act I rentals from Kashya in the Rogue Camp. You must first complete the Sister's Burial Grounds mission, though. Rogue Scouts specialize in the use of bows and are powerful remote media. Some of them also get special abilities and can shoot fire or cold arrows. In Act
I, cold arrows are very useful for fighting the Fallen, so they are not resurrected. They explode when they're shot. Rogue Scouts aren't Amazons, so they can't just use Amazon items. They can use the Amazon Inner Sight ability though. Ability: Interior view and cold arrows or fire arrows Allowed equipment: armor, helmets, Strings (no crossbows or Amazonian-only bows) Rogue Scouts Names Abhaya Diane Gwinni Klaudia Mahala
Ryann Aliza Divo Hannah Kundri Meghan Sharyn Amplisa Elexa Heather Kyle Olena Shikha Year Elly Iantha Kyoko Oriana Tylena Basanti Fiona Isolde Liaza Paige Visala Blaise Floria Ithera Liene Raissa Wendy Debi Gaile Itonya Maeko Rozene Act II Hirelings : Desert Mercenaries You can get Act II rentals from Greiz to Lut Gholein. They are available by default and you don't need to search for it. Desert mercenaries specialize in
melee attacks. Each of them also has special aura abilities, making them the most popular mercenaries in Diablo II. Desert Mercenary auras affect all members of the group, including Minions. For example, necromancer evocations will all increase in their attacks or defense, all thanks to the rental. Ability: Jab Attack Equipment Allowed: Armor, Helmets, Spears, Polo Weapons, Javelins (used only for melee attacks)Aura: In each game
mode, there are three types available. The auras that are in Normal and Hell modes they are the same. Combat (normal): Prayer fight (nightmare): fight thorns (hell): prayer defense (normal): challenge defense (nightmare): defense of sacred freezing (hell): offense challenge (normal): offense for blessed purpose (nightmare): force attack (hell): desert mercenaries for blessed purpose blessed Ahsab Durga Haseen Kasim Pratham
Zanarhi Alhizeer Emilio Hazade Leharas Razan Azrael Fazel Ilzan Mizan Vikhyat Chalan Gulzar Jemali Neeraj Waheed Act III Hirelings: Ironwolves You can get Act III rentals from Asheara to Kurast. They are available by default and you don't need to search for it. Iron Wolves specialize in elemental attacks, using Fire, Cold, or Lightning spells. Although they have swords and shields, they rarely use them to attack or defend. Their
behavior is similar to that of the Rogue Scouts, and they behave more like remote attackers. Equipment Allowed: Armor, Helmets, Swords, and Shield Abilities: One of the following. Cold rentals are the most popular, due to the chilling effect and slowing goals. Cold Ironwolves: Ice Blast Glacial Spike Frozen Armor Fire Ironwolves: Lightning Ironwolves: Ironwolves Names Ajheed Geshef Jelani Raldin Telash Yashied Barani Haphet
Khaleel Rhadge Thadar Yatiraj Devak Jabari Narphet Scorch Vanji Flux Jar Phaet Act IV Hirelings There are no new rentals available in Act IV. However, Tyrael provides the service of resurrecting fallen mercenaries. Act V Hirelings: Barbarians You can get Act V rentals from Qual-Kehk to Harrogath. You must first complete the Rescue on Mount Arreat mission, though. Barbarians specialize in Melee Attacks. Ability: Bash and Stun
Equipment Allowed: Armor, Helmets, Specific helmets of the barbaric class, A sword (can not double brandishing) Barbarians Names Alaric Eadgils Halgaunt Ip Scyld Varaya Alban Egtheow Healfdane Kaelim Sigemund Vikhyat Alcuin Elgifu Heatholaf Khan Sigurd Weder Barloc Emund Hengest Klatu Tharr Weohstan Bill Erfor Heorogar Klisk Theodoric Wiglaf Bohdan Ethel Heremod Kord Torkel Wulf Bors Folcwald Hild Lanth Tostig
Wulfgar Brom Freawaru Hnaef Lief Ulf Wulfstan Bulwye Frisian Hoku Magnus Ulric Yrmenlaf Caden Garmund Hollis Onela Unferth Damien Gorm Hrothgar Oslaf Uther Drus Guthlaf Hygelac Ragnar Page 15 Diablo is one of the best action role-playing games ever created. Although not as big or ambitious as its sequel, Diablo II: Lord of Destruction, its gameplay, music and atmosphere really give the player a sense of vulnerability,
danger and terror in crawling into tristram dungeons. During its release in 1997, it broke sales records in the United States, becoming the best-selling computer game for the first six months of the year. It was a worldwide success and remained one of the most popular games for the next three years. He received widespread critical acclaim and won several awards. Even after the release of its sequels, Diablo still holds a unique position
among isometric games where atmospheric gameplay is at its best. Page 16 Hollow Knight is one of the best Metroidvania games ever created. It also sets the standard of a game that receives constants, improvements and additional content free years after its release. This approach of the creators creates goodwill and raises the game in quality and and Hollow Knight started as a Kickstarter game. Over the years, it has garnered a
large following from fans who believe in the integrity, quality, and consistency of the team, providing them with free updates and content, which have extended the game's longevity. During its release, it received widespread critical acclaim and commercial success. Hollow Knight is currently one of the finest and most content-rich Metroidvania games of all time. Page 17 Hollow Knight: Silksong is one of Team Cherry's most anticipated
Metroidvania games. It is the sequel to their first game, Hollow Knight, acclaimed and commercially successful. It was revealed in February 2019 during a Nintendo Switch Direct. It is expected to be a timed exclusive to the Nintendo Switch console. Silksong's gameplay will be similar to the original Hollow Knight, though with some changes adopted for the story's new heroine, Hornet. Hornet was originally designed to be a DLC for
Hollow Knight. However, the content and scope became too large that the team decided to make a sequel. It.
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